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Defense money may
by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

Trevor Colbourn

Millions of dollars in laser
research money from the the
Department of Defense, the
state and local industry could
find their way to UCF in the
near future, President Trevor
Colbourn said Friday.
in a meeting last week, Colbourn and Gov. Bob Graham
told Pentagon officials they

would like UCF to be considered for · government
research grants to study
lightwave technology. Colbourn said the amount of the
possible grant "is pretty
speculative at this point," but
. added that it would likely be
at least $1 million.
Although congressional approval of the grant is still required, and several other
universities throughout the
country are also applying for
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comehe~e

the Defense Department have also pledged monetary
money, Colbourn said UCF · support to the lightwave
"stands a good chance" of research program if the
receiving a share of the grant government grant is awarded
money becuase "no school to UCF.
Colbourn said that UCF' s
has ever had their governor
location in the "heart of laser
along on such a trip.''
Louis Rotundo, an assis~ research for the entire world''
tant to Colbourn, said the makes it a contender in the
govemQr has also promised to competition for lightwave
match any grants UCF gets research grants. He added
from the Defense Department that the laser research UCF
dollar for dollar with state
SEE GRANTS, PAGE 5
money. Some local industries

.Meal plan users may be
.losers in the lunch line .
. by Wanda P. Schulman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students at UCF using the meal plan may
not be getting their money's worth when they
use their meal cards at campus fast food
outlets, according to Saga, the corporation
• that handles restaurant food service at UCF.
M tl card users lose between 14 cents and
$1.b., per meal when they use their meal
cards at the Knight's Den and Great
Escapes.
Students receive a $1.95, $2.45 or $2. 70
credit for breakfast, lunch or dinner respec• tively when they buy their meals at a campus
fast food eateries, according to Saga,
For a lump sum _students can buy a meal
plan for five, 10, 14 or 19 meals per week for
the entire semester. The actual cost of a
single meal for someone on the meal plan is
between $3.78 and $2.28 including tax. The
1
greater number of meals purchased with the
plan, the less a student is charged per meal.
Food Service Director Randal C. Roessler
said students who buy plans with the most
number of meals will usually miss three or
four meals per week. This lowers the cost per
meal of larger meal plans.
Roessler said if students with meal plans
ate every meal their plan entitles them to,
Saga would lose money.
For every dollar Saga took last year, 5.4

percent became profit, according to its income statement for the fiscal year ending
June 1985. The previous year, Saga made 3.8
cents on every dollar received and had nearly
the same amount of total sales. Saga's
largest expenses other than food and
beverages were for salaries ~nd wages.
Eight percent of Saga's total sales go to the
\

"If students with meal
plans ate every meal
their plan entitles them

to, Saga would lose
money."
-Ra1. ~al C. Roessler,
Food Service Director
universiLy for upkeep of the food service

buildings and equipment. The university
owns the buildings and equipemtn Saga uses.
Richard M. Scott, director of business services at UCF said the university did not want
to be put in the position of having equipment
SEE SAGA, PAGE 7

Uncle! Uncle!

Adorn Chrzan/Central Florido Future

Hey, where's Gordon Solie? This athlete found himself looking at things from a new pt... ,:>eetive Friday during a mud
wrestling match sponsored by the Marketing Club.

Senate confirms five justices: plans change in registration
Five new justices

Debbie Dent
t by
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•Mitchell Hardy
•Kelli Hartley
•Tamiko Kirt
•David Spain
•Joe Stutler
1

......._-----------~'··

Five of six positions on the student
Judicial Council were filled and plans
were made to begin reorganizing
UCF' s registration system at last
week's senate meeting.
After voting by secret ballot on six
appointees to the Judicial Council,
five~:{-::/·'.:-.:>:"::-:-'.:~;:::~~%":.;.;~~
were confirmed, the sixth was

~!!!!!!!!!!!

denied. 'fhe five new justices are Mitchell Hardy, Kelli Hartley, Joe
Stutler, Tamiko Kirt and David Spain
According to the Student Body
Constitution, the purpose· of the student judiciary is to protect the rights
of the Student Body.
The 'coucil hears cases involving
student disputes, violation of university regulations, the Student Body
Constitution and student government
statutes. The Judicial Council also

hears cases involving student
cheating.
After hearing a case, the council
makes a recommendation as to what
action, if any, should be taken with
the student in question.
The senate also made nominations
for a committee to reorganize the
registration process at UCF. Senators
Michael Ptac'ek, Laura Blake,
SEE SENATE, PAGE 6

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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A11
features
listed
below
included
GENUINE TILE ROOFS
17 FT REFRGERATOR
DISH WASHER
WASHING MACHINE
CLOTHES DRYER
GARBAGE DISP.OSAL
PATIOS & PRIVACY FENCING
SPRINKLER SYSTEM
CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS
INSULATED GLASS WINDOWS
2 CEILING FANS (INSTALLED)
MINI BLINDS ' .
MARBLE TILE ENTRYWAY
GOURMET KITCHEN CABINETS
(MICA EUROPEAN STYLED)
WALL TO WALL CARPET
CENTRAL HEATING
CENTRAL AIRCONDITIONING
CABLE T.V. WIRED
FULLY INSULATED
ONE YEAR WARRANTY
OUTSIDE STORAGE ROOMS
WOODEN BI-FOLD DOOR

Casa Park home owner
George McGluda
UCF Football

$250
will go
to the UCF
Athletic
.Department
for each
home
purchase
I

Home purchase includes full
membership in Tuscawilla
Country Club for 1 year:
Give Us A Call

365-7000

•

•

FROM
THE
MID

•

$50's
$423 .

•

Per Month
Based on $56,500 on select units only: owner occupied. Based on $2,900 down payment mortgage
amount. $53,t>DO 30 year assumable A.R.M. tied to
one year. T-bill 2% annual cap on interest, not to
exceed 15.5% over life loan.

Opportunity of a lifetime.
I know of no place in Central Florida where a
person has the opportunity to buy in a $159,000
area for only $56,500. This is truely an outstanding value. Casa Park Villas in Tuscawilla offers
the Country Club atmosphere that is convenient
to the University of Central Florida, Martin
Marietta and Westinghouse.
A chance to advance the quality of your lifestyle.
Michael O 'Shaughnessy
Realtor/Broker salesman
Class of '81
Baseball and Football

'fiotwood

UCF

"

(pictured above left to right.) Pal Curci (wrpsLJing eoarh).
Lori Sirot.a. Milch Sirot.a (sLn•ngLh coach), Bill lla.v
(foot hall "7!::1). Mrs. Curci. SwLL Ryerson (foolhalJ).
B!'tk~· While Miller, Pick Mill<•r (lraint•r), Warren Pickt•l •
(lws!'hall).
Mr. and Mrs. Pick Milh•r.

•

•

•

'Sinking' hall
under repair
by Veronica Edwards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•
•

•

During the month of
September, students and
faculty thought that Howard
Phillips Hall was sinking.
John P. Goree of business
affairs attributed the problems to poor drainage and
said the problem was "too
much water."
Phillips Hall has two
systems which handle
drainage, one for the roof and
one for the underground flow
of water. On Sept. 12, the
underground drainage system
of Phillips Hall was filled with

slab pushed up the partition
and caused many people to
think that the building was
sinking," Goree said .
The building was closed and
structural and soil engineers
thoroughly inspected the
damage caused by the rain .
All areas of the building were
reopened v·:•' · \e exception
of the first floor .
Lavender sa1:... that it will
take a while to solve the problem.
Phillips Hall now has a
fenced area with pruned trees.
Two man holes with pumps
will be placed in the fenced
areas to prevent the existing
drainage system from back-

•

"The broken slab pushed up...and caused many people to think that the
• building was sinking."
-John P. Goree,
director of ~usiness affairs

..

•

•
•

water due to a steady flow of ing up again. The pumps will
rain. The constant rain did assist in removing water in
not allow the system enough less time than before.
The trees around Phillips
time to permit the water to
flow out properly Richard Hall were pruned to increase
Lavender of Physical Plant accessibility to the man holes.
Goree said the trees may
said.
eventually
be cut down if they
The overflow of water caused pressure that caused slab ·hinder the passage of larg~
which was not attached to the
SEE PHILLIPS, PAGE 7
wall to break. "The broken

Modern art??
No, it's only Susan
Bendfelt preparing
to use her horse as
visual aid for
speech class .

Adam Chrzan/Central Florido Future

Micarelli named new VP
ministration building will house an advising
center,
Micarelli said. The Office of
by Debbie Dent
Undergraduate Studies will be in charge of
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
advising students of their requirements for
graduation. Eventually, students will be able
Dean of Undergraduate Studies Dr. to receive such information by computer.
A new honors program will be enactacted
Charles Micarelli was named associate vice
predident of the department last week. ~
next fall, Micarelli added. Students will be
Along with his title change, the Office of able to take honors classes in. the general
Undergraduate Studies plans to strengthen education field as well as the field of their major. Another honors programs will be set up
undergraduate studies at UCF.
The reason for the changes is to provide specifically for students takiQg classes for
more help to undergraduate students. To do . their majors. This will involve working on
this, the duties of department have been ex- special projects and programs to fulfill
panded. The department has brought some graduate requirements.
Micarelli said the changes "will strengthen
functions together. Micarelli said that the
the
undergraduate's education." One main
department will be in charge of recruitffiant,
admissions and academic orientation, as well goal of the Office of Undergraduate Studies
as provide advising of university re- is to "emphasize our role as a strong .
undergraduate institution without neglecting
quirements.
Beginning next fall, the first floor of the ad- the graduate students."

UCF engineers boast high GPAs
by Wanda Schulman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

Engineering majors have SAT scores and
high school GPAs above the average UCF
student, Associate Dean of the College of
Engineering George F. Schrader said.
Engineering students must also attend college one semester longer than most students, ~
Schrader said. The minimum number of college hours needed to graduate with an
engineering degree is 132 compared with 120
hours required of most other disciplines.
At UCF, the College of Engineering falls
third behind the College of Art and Sciences
and the College of Business in terms of the
number of students.
An engineering graduate from MIT

D SWAT TEAM

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
might he accorded a degree of recogonition,
but UCF teaches the same courses as MIT.
In comparing UCF's College of Engineer·
ing with other universities, Schrader said the
UCF engineering program is the second
largest in the state. The largest engineering
school in Florida is at the Univervisty of
Florida. According to Associate Dean
Eugene R. Schenett of UF, the College of
Engineering there has the second largest
number of students next to the College of
Arts and Sciences .
The minimum number of hours needed to
graduate from UF'·s engineering college
varies between 135 hours and 143 hours
depending upon the type of engineering
studied. The mean SAT score of UF' s

System.
Anyone interested in join. ing SW AT should call
Langford al 275-2701.

The new Student Wellness
Center is looking for
students who are interested
in joining the Student
D ASSAULTED
Wellnes Advocate Team
Traveling
campus
(SW AT). Members of SW AT
evangelist Jed Smock, who
will be responsible for setduring outdoor "sermons"
ting up programming at the
regularly tries to provoke
Wellness Center.
students by calling them
The purpose of the
"sinners" and "whores,"
Wellness Center is to pro- ·
was physically pushed
mote good h~alth ha bi Ls.
around by an unidentified Il"Wellness centers are sprlinois State student last
inging up everywhere, but
week, but declined to press
they're just starling to find
charges.
their way onto college cam"Only a wimp would atpuses." Terry Langford of
tack a preacher who he
SLudPnl Health Services
knows must turn the other
said.
According
to
cheek,'' Smock said.
Lan!:,rford, UCF's Wclln0ss
Center is the first of its kind
in the State University
DHOW TO COPE

· SEE ENGINEERING, PAGE 5

The Dean of Students' office is sponsoring a program
on "how to cope."
A series of workshops, lectures, seminars and self-help
sessions are being planned
to help students enhance
their coping skills in such
areas as: cross-cultural communication, rape, ·alcohol
and drug abuse, testing and
. se'\;'eral other topics.
Anyone interested in par. ticipating call Edith Napper
at 275-2851.

Wbaf do you ,think?
This week's question:Do you engage In sexual
activity at least once a month? (Story, pa~
4)
Last week's question:The ad'1'1inis r tlon
wants to fill more dormitory rooms with
freshmen beginning In the tall of 1986. Do
you agree?
Respsonse:
YES .. 70 ~
NO -30 %
Call 275-2601 between the hours of 12 noon
and 4:30 p.m. weekdays and ten us what you
think.
"What Oo You Think?" is not o scientific pol~ tt is o telephone survey ollowlog students, fQCUtty
and stotf of the Unlvetslty of Central Florida to present. ihelr view§ on iss1,.1es of lntetest.

A major share ·of
Holsenbeck's new responsibilities will be close involvement in long-range
planning of activities as
they reflect UCF's commitment to the community, Dr.
Robert McGinnis, vice president of university of relations, said.
Holsenbeck graduated
from Auburn University
with honors in mathematics.
He also holds a masters in
education from John
Hopkins University.

0 NEW V.A. MAN

Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck,
assistant vice president for
university relations at the
University of South Florida
since 1983, has been named
to the number two spot in
university relations at UCF.

The health center's supply
of crutches is running low,
according to director J ohh
Langdon, M.D.
D INTERN SEMINAR

The . UCF chapter of the
Sigma Delta Chi Society of
Professional Journalists will
be holding a seminar today
at 1 p.m. in room 157 of the
library on the topicof internships. The Orlando Sentinel,
The Dallas Morning News
and The Sanford Herald will
all be represented.

0 CRUTCH CRISIS

Student Health Services is
requesting that anyone who
has crutches belonging to " I terns to be considered for
the health center return •.News Clips should be subthem as soon as possible if mitted at least one week
they are no longer needed. prior publication. · ·
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'.UCF police: dormites careless with property
by Christopher Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Campus residents at UCF are somewhat careless
when it comes to protecting their own property, according to UCF Police Crime Prevention Coordinator Maxine Oliver.
During the first week of classes Oliver toured the
dorms and distributed pamphlets on crime prevention. "I'd say three out of five of the doors I knocked on the student's door was unlocked and I was invited in before the person knew who or what I
was," Oliver said. "It was usually just, 'Come on

or in the university's case. residence hall watch.
Student residents watching out for strangers,
and other out-of-the-ordinary behavior make it
tougher for a criminal to steal.

in.· ··
Oliver said most thefts on campus can be attributed to students leaving their valuables unattended, even for a few minutes, or leaving their
rooms unlocked ''just to go down the hall.''
In July, Oliver became UCF's first Crime Preven·
tion Coordinator. She came to UCF in Nov. 1984
from the Sarasota Sheriff's Office. Now Oliver is
trying to stop crime instead of stopping criminals
after the crime occurs.
Crirpe Prevention requires effort on the part of
the citizens to look out for each other and report
suspicious activity to local authorities. One program Oliver is working on is neighborhood watch,

The police department will soon be issuing
"GOTCHA" stickers to let students know when
they have left something unlocked or laying around
in the open.
Oliver will also be working on presentations on
sexual aussalt, alcohol awareness. ''I'm on call to
any campus orginization for a program on any law
or crime-related subject," said Oliver.

Sex not as prominent on campus tod.a y, psychologist says
AMES. IA-The sexual rernlution
seems to have ended on collt•gt' cam-

puses. some experts say.
Iowa State psycholog~· Prokssor
Meg Gerrard·s most recent surn'~· of
college sex habits found far fP\H'r
"sexually-active .. women on campus
t.han there were just a few yPars ago.
"Mv research dearh· indicatt.'s that
there ·is less sex on c<~mpus than fin'
years ago ... Gerrard said.
While other obst'n'Prs disagrpp
with Gerrard ·s conclusion. t lw_\· do
say they sens<-' a changp in studPnts'
sexual habits.

"1 don't know if it is statisticnll_\·
n'liahll' ((l say t lwn' has hl'l'n a drnp"
in st'xual act i\·it~" S_\Tacust' ll nin•rnity psyrhol(lg~· Prnfrssor Clin' Dm·is
said.
"At most. 1 would sa_\· tlwn• might
lw a lt>n'ling off." Da\'is said.
(~Prrnrd hnst>d lwr conclusi(ln on
ongoing surn'_\'s of collt'gl' wonH'll
sinn' IH7:L
l n lwr first sun·py, (~t'ITlll'd found
that about :l..J pt'!Tl'llt of llnin'rsity (lf
Tt'xas-:\ ust in fr malt' st udl'nt s slw
a·skt>d wPn' "st>xually act in' ... t>ngaging in st'xtial act i\'it.\· at lt'ast onn' a

H~!P bring the world together.

Host an exchange stuaent.
~

v.

o

Thanks to you ...
.1t wor ks ...
:t
for ALL OF US UNActW.U

mnnt h.
In I ~l/~-/~l. ( ;t'rrnrd t'xpandt'd lwr
l'l'St'arch to inrludt' llni\'l rsit \' nf han sas W(lllll'l1 ton. a 11d found t h;it :11 Jlt'rl'l'll( (lf t lw \\'(lllH'll <11 hnt h srhn11ls
wl'n' s1•xtiall.\· art in'.
"Tlw la!t :-;pn•ntil's Wl'l'l' ddinilt'l_\·
t Ill' !wight of I lw St'xual rt'\'olut ion.··
sht' said.
Now (;prrnrd has rl'it'<H'd tlw
rpsults of lwr la!t•st sun·1•y. takt'll
during I hl' I m~;l-~·l acadt't.11ic ~·l'ar at
T1 xas. l\ansas and Iowa Statt'. and
found Sl'Xtrnl acti\'ity st't'llls to han'
dt'rli1wd .
1

1

1

SnnH' :ri 1w1Tt 11t nf t lw \\'llllH'll
l'l'SJHHHiing said t ht'_\' l'llg:1gt•d in Sl'X
at lt'ast rnH't' a mnnt h.
(;prr:ird attrilmtt•d tlw d1 rn•ast' in
arti\'ity tn tlw g1'1lt'rally nwn' ct111s1'r\'t1lin' attitud<'s 11f stud1•11!s ((ld:1_\·.
"Tht'\' will wait unt ii t ht'\' nrl' in a
n•lat in~I\' l;nmmit t1•d n•lat it~nship unt ii t lw~· j.ump into ht>d ... (~1'rrard s;1id:
Sht' sp1•nilalt'd I hat fl'ar llf s1•xu:dl.\·
transmit t 1•d disl'aSt's also cont rihut t's
to tht' drnp in l':llll}HIS Sl'X. :tlld till'
Wllllll'll ma\' lw nwn· asst•rt i\'l' in sa\'i 11g 'no. t ht~~· I ht'_\. a rt' not rmd~· _\'l'I: · ·
1

1

C'o/lege Press Service

•

As part of Intemat.ional Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, your family welcomes a teenager from
another country into your home and into your way of life.
Volunteer host families from all segments of American
society are being selected. If you'd like to be one of them,
send for more information.

•

Write: )1llTll l :.\('ll:\N<a·:
l'urhln. l 'nlnr.idn HlOO!l

DID EINSTEIN USE
STUDY BUDDY?
•

r
'I

~

•

0
0

-

/'"
~

\ll\1\1111\lllf

l

WHOO! SAID YOU CAN'T FIND AN,YTHING
OPEN ON CAMPUS AFTER 5 PM?

~,.,

1

We Are Open: (Times and Days vary)

I

• Evening Student Services
• Financial Aid
• Student Health Center
• Bookstore
• Centralized Services
• Campus Escort Service
• l.D. Pictures & Validations
• Knight's Den (food, drinks, T.V.)
•Game Room
• Learning Resource Center
• Lost and Found
• Admissions and Records
• Student Accounts

SHARE THE WORKLOAD!
To those studenl5. facultv and
staff members who wouid like
to have a little more free time you now have the opportunity
to share your workload with
an IBM Personal Computer.
PCs are workaholics and they
love what thev do. Check
them out! See how easv it is to
acqmre one.

~

Store Hours: Monday . Friday
9:00 am · Noon and 1:00 pm · 3:00 pm

•
•

and many morel

For further information on other
EVENING SERVICES
Contact: EVENING STUDENT SERVICES
Location: Administration Building ·
2nd floor, Room 282
Student Affairs Suite
Telephone: 275-2821

University of Central Florida
PC Software and Supplies
,BM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center 11, RM 101
281-5603

-

•

• Veterans Affairs

COMPUTER STORE

~

•

~

•

•
•
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ENGINEERING
FROM PAGE 3

•

SHARE
THE

·con
OF

•

UYING.

!

•

20 MILLION PEOPLE
HAVE BETTER THINGS
TO DO THAN WAIT
FOR THEIR
GOVERNMENTCHECKS.
Ask your friends what they like about

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

•

engineering students is 1133, which is 40
points higher than UF's overall mean SAT
score, said Schenett.
Schenett said he feels that the College of
Engineering at UF is the "premier research"
school in the state.
The University of South Florida's College
of Engineering requires about the same
number of hours to graduate as UF. Glenn
Burdick, dean of USF's College of Engineering said his university's engineering students
are required to complete 136 credit hours. He
also said the USF engineering program rej ects about half of its applicants .

EPOSll

GRANTS

FROM PAGE 1

FOR 20 MIWOr• PEOPLE, IT'S MONEY IN THE BANK.

!:J

•
DID

•

~

Sign up whereveryou hove a checking or savings account.
The Advertising council

Government Financial

Operati ons~

would be conducting, if awarded the grant,
would not be "directly connected with SDI
(Strategic Defense Initiative-commonly ref·
fered to as "Star Wars")."
If the grant is approved, Rotundo said the,
research would begin sometime in the rpring
of 1986.

DIRECT DEPOSIT CAMPAIGN

NEWSPAPER AD NO. DD-84-816

G. GORDON LIDDY
USE STUDY BUDDY?

·iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~---------------~~-----------------------iiii
Wanted:

•

.

Dependable people with a real desire to find the truth. If you
like meeting new people, travelling to exotic areas of the campus and working with a crack(pot) team of serious professionals, then we~re just what you're looking for. Call our news office at 275-2601-or drop by in person-for more information.
.

'*rhe Central Florida future
Ex erience worth 1,000 A's

•

BIKEWISER

~ CYCLES

•

• SALES, TRADE & SERVICE •
. •NEW & USED•

•

LOCATED ON UCF CAMPUS
NEXT TO BOOKSTORE

PIZZERIA RISTORANTE

ALL

v·ou

CAN EAT!

• LUNCH 11·2 $2.95
• DINNER 5·9 $3.95

•

-

•

FEATURING -

-·

SOUP, SPAGHETTI, LINGUINI WITH GARLIC BUTTER
BAKED ZITI, PIZZA, HOMEMADE BREAD STICKS
.
AND A 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

!

1$2
00
OFF
I
•

I ANY LARGE OR EXTRA
I LARGE PIZZA
I

ALL CLOTHES
(WITH THIS AD)

• 3 Varieties of Pizza
(Round, Sicilian, & Deep Dish)
• Fresh Dough Made Daily
• Dinners * Subs * Salad Bar * Beer & Wine
• Open 7 Days A week For L~nch and Dinner

------,-------------------CAsA :\l 1A
Ci\si\ MIA

EXP. October 30, 1985

BUYONE
MEATBALL SUB ac·
GET ONE FREE
EXP. October 30, 1985

L-------------------~-------------------~

WITH

20o/oOFF

282-4242

---

~

0

-

\l

\ ~ '\

.('

. GIVE-AWAYS • FREE Keychains

VISA/M.C/ AM. EX./PERSONAL CHECKS

-
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JoM Morrison, Greg
Neff, Michael Woodruff and Donna
Caccioppo were nominated for two
seats on the committee which also
have other students and administrators.

Getting
Tangled Up In
The Rehabi Iitation
Process?
.

~ l The Client Assistance
'. Program Can Help!
~~
~

Your rehabili1a11on needs are as indiv~ual
as you are. Ii you are having aproblem. fol
try 10 work ii oul with your counselor.

_, ~

Ii thal doesn'Isolve ii...
-WRITE-

The Governor's Commission on Advocacy
ior Persons wilh Disabililies
Oifice oi 1he Go~ernor - The Capilol •
Tallahassee. FL 32301·8047
~

American
Heart
Association

Q

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

!-P-U_l_U_S_l_o-=---=1=-=H=-==1=---==1=-=1=-s-=-=1::--::-:--.··
NA I IUNAL MtU ISUAHUS
Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
MSKP •FMGEMS
•Complete TEST-N-TAPE'
FLEX ·NOB •NPB
facilities.
NCR •NCLEx-RN
• Skilled instructors and
CGFNS·CPA
dedicated, full-time slaff.
• Homesludy materials constantly
SPEED READING
updated by Research Experts.
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
• Low Hourly Cost.
· INTRODUCTION TO
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations.
LAW SCHOOL

1

•

I

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

~·

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

-f-1. ,678-8400

GRE 10-16-85
GMAT 11·4·85
•
LAST 11-7-85 T£STPREPMAT10H~:!a1938
lnNew'tllr1tState StanleyH Kap1anEduca11onalCenlerlld

223a
WINTERWOODS
BLVD.

WINTER PK., FL

ANNIVERSARY SALE!
HELP US CELEBRATE THREE YEARS OF BUSINESS

SOFTWARE e DISKET.TES e PRINTERS
MODEMS e SUPPLIES

~

,.

Lori Farber/Central Florida Future

Oink!

The Clienl Assislance Program
Toll free al...

PRINTERS $169.00
DISKS
$8.95
C COMPILER .$67.95

1-800-342-0823 \

So whaddya want? ... a Doffboll?!

~ OUOll( >l'f\ >Ce Ol thll publ1CdlKln

It's new...

•

MANY ITEMS ON SALE!

It's coming soon ...

· Doffball!

****

It's the game you can't wait to play.

KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

. 894-3304 .
SALE ENDS OCT. 28th

HERNDON PLAZA
ACROSS FROM
FASHION SQUARE

So

areUnlimited
The Program Discount Store.

MALL

•

UCF MARKETING CLUB PRESENTS:
A PARTY

•

AT PARK AVENUE CLUB/DISCO
.SUNDAY· OCTOBER 27, 7:30 P.M.
$5.00 DONATION IN ADVANCE
$6.50 AT THE DOOR
MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE

cpat•k_

"
•

•

TO BENEFIT THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

;l_\!CJlll~

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

PIGGLY WIGGLY
"JIM HOLLIS SCUBA"
SKI CHALET
OLIVE GARDEN-HWY 50

94th AERO SQUADRON
LINDA'S La CANTINA
WORLD OF FITNESS (Univ. Blvd.)
WORLD OF FITNESS (Longwood)

SEA WORLD
KING'S MANOR
RACHEL'S
H.P. CASSIDY'S.

ROAD RUNNER PIZZA
COCA COLA INC.
WAYNE DENSCH DIST.
SADDLE BROOK RESORT

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR MAJOR SUPPORTERS

•

•
•
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New bill tightens discrimination laws on campus
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Despite some negative input from some college presidents last week, Congress seems ready t_o pass a law requiring most college programs to treat male and female students
equally.
The bill, called the Civil Rights Restoration Act,
would overrule a 1984 U.S. Supreme Court decision
that excused many college departments from having to pledge not to discriminate against women.
But some administrators, and apparently some
students as well, worry the measure would let the
federal government "interfere" in ·campus programs.
" It sounds like a new fear to me," congressional
aide Kris McManiman said. ''We get students ~all
ing up from Baptist colleges asking if they're going
to have to room with a man."
"We want to protect our independence," Charles
MacKenzie, president of Grove City College (Pa.),
told Congress in hearings last week. "The government at some point may want to impose their
secular values on our campus.''
The bill's sponsors say they only want to give college women a legal tool with which to challenge
discrimination, which a court-not the government-would then treat.
Last week's hearings only continued a debate
that began when Congress approved Title IX of the
Higher Edu~ation Amendments of 1972.
Title IX bars colleges that use federal money
from discriminating on the basis of gender.
Many women's groups say Title IX allowed them
to gain_ admission to certain degree programs

previously dominated by men.
Several schools-the University of Richmond,
Hillsdale College and Grover City College along
them-have gone to court to escape the law.
They've argued Title IX should not cover whole
colleges, but only programs that get or use the
federal government's money. Grove City asserted
the governmnt simply should leave camus programs to campus administrators to run.
"We did not want to accept the pricnciple of
federal jurisdiction,'' MacKenzie told Congress last
week.
It was Grove City's legal challenge to the
jurisdiction that made it the Supreme Court last
year. The court ruled Title IX applied only to programs that directly got federal money, not to all
programs on a campus that took some kind of
federal aid.
The court added, however, that campus student
aid offices would have to comply with Title IX
because they administer federal funds.
Various women's and congressional groups were
angered by the ruling.
"It's completely absurd that women can only be
protected in specific programs and buildings on
campus," Kristin Stelck, a lobbyist for the National Association of Unviersity Women said.
She said the ruling makes it harder for female
students to pursue their rights.
Soon after the ruling, for example, the civil rights
office of the Department of Education dropped the
case of a student who officially complained she'd
been sexually harassed in a Northeastern Universi-

ty economics building, Stelck said.
Forty-four cases allegin campus sex discrimination have been closed, limited or suspended because
of Grove City, Stelck claimed.
"Enforcement was very difficult before Grove City. We have gone from a critical situatioon to a
crisis,'' she said.
"I don't think things have actually gotten
worse'' for funding women's sports Jane Troxell of
the Women's Center at the University of Maryland
said.
But Troxill agreed "women have lost clout" in
dealing with discrimination because of the Grove
City decision.
The Dept. of Education's Office of Civil Rights
(OCR), which since 1972 has sponsored most of the
legal challenges to on-campus disrimination, now
must find out if the program a student complains
about directly gets any federal funds.
"Regional offices have had to do a lot of analysis

o~ ,federal financial assistance received by univer~1 ti~s .an? c?peges to determine the scope of

1unsd1ct10n, OCR spokeswoman Thomasina
Rogers said.
Congress, which, passed a resolution several
years ago advising the courts that meant Title IX
to apply to all campus programs, not just those
t~at directly get federal funds, is now debating a
bill that would make the law explicitly apply to all
programs.

PHILLIPS
FROM PAGE 3

•

•
•

•

pieces of equipment needed to
repair the damage to Phillips
Hall.
After the pumps are in .
place_, engineers plan to go inside the building to replace
the damaged slab, and inspect
the soil in the area to determine the extent of loose soil
underneath the slab.
"The work wil be hard; the
slab is concrete about six inches thick with ·steel wire inside. It must be broken into
pieces and taken out, then
concrete will be brought in to
repair the damaged area,''
Goree said.
Lavender and Goree agree
that completion of the job will
be in late December or early
January.

SAGA
FROM PAGE l

•

moved in the event it changed
food service companies .
Saga has been under contract with the university
since August 1984 and will
continue through July of
1987. Under conditions of the
contract, Saga's operation of
the food service will be
automatically renewed as
long as it maintains . insurance, cleanliness and
satisfactory service.
However, UCF can terminate the contract within 60
days if the quality of service
becomes poor or cleanliness is
not maintained.
Saga's performance is
reviewed by the Food Service
Evaluation Committee each
spring. The committee consists of two students, two administrators, one facultty
member, a UCF employee
who is not in faculty or administration and one
representative from the president's office.
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-- -Advanced
-~ Technalagy

WALK TO SCHOOL
FROM
LAKESIDE or WOODSIDE
APARTMENTS

LEARN TO SHOOT

On ALAFAYA TRAIL
and NAPIERS CIRCLE

• 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths
• Washers and Dryers available
• $390.00 - 5430.00 Per Month

MANAGER'S OFFICE 277-4639 CALL NOW

College students if you would like to learn to
shoot a rifle, contact Mr. Jeffery Cuddeback at
(305) 894-6061 or write to him at Advanced
Technology, 101b Exe·c utive Center Drive,
Suite 200, Orlando, FL, 32803. Minimum re·
quirements for participation in training in·
elude:
• Little or no experience or training in
shooting a hand gun or rifle ·
• A male between 18 and 24 years
old
• 20/20 or corrected 20/20 vision
o Healthy and having no physical
handicaps that make it difficult
to stand for periods of up to 30
minutes while holding a standard
Army rifle
o Flexible schedule that allows for
one hour lessons every day for
a week and a weekend of travel to
Fort Benning, GA
• Transportation to and from the
Navel Training Equipment Center
in Orlando

Small Business
COMPUTER

w:a~n~w SERVICES

PERSONAL COMPUTER
IBM XT COMPATIB'LE
. The MOST COMPATIBLE one
on the market
·
i 256 Kb
• 2 Floppy drives
• Monochrome monitor
• Word processor
• $1395.00

657-0988
LAKE HOWELL PLAZA
5411 L. Howell Rd.
Winter Pk. FL 32972
(at the corner of L. Howell Rd. and Howell Branch Rd.)

FLOPPY
DISKS

All reasonable expenses incurred during the
training will be paid for to include hourly
wage, transportation, room,. and board.

SSDD $9.95
DSDD 510.95

•

AUDITION
Busch Gardens, The Dark Continent, could be the perfect showcase for your talents if you're a singer, dancer or musician- especially
country fiddle, steel guitar or accordian - or if your abilities lie in specialty areas such as sound technician or show operator. There's
only one way to find out. Plan to join us for:

•

AUDITIONS and INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, October 22nd • 10:00 -A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Edyth Bush Theater Rehearsal Hall, 1010 E. Princeton
Auditions are limited to 5 minutes each and will be given on a first come basis. Dancers
should be dressed to dance. Musicians should prepare selections demonstrating their versatility on their principle instrument as well as on any secondary instrument. Sound technicians
will receive personal interviews and should bring a typed resume of related experience.
Accompaniment will be provided.
Good starting pay and full and part-time positions are available.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

•
•

......

Take to the road of success with
Avis. When you rent with Avis,
you get more than Special, Low
Student Rates, you also save up to
$60.00 per person on the cost of a
one day Sea Escape Cruise.

Avis Features GM Cars

For Details Ir Reservations • Minimum Age Requirement 19
19 with current College ID
CALL • AVIS at
• Cash or A vis honored
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL cre~t~ardsaccepte?
~tryharder.~™
-------------• Unhrruted FREE Mileage
~ Save up to $60
AIRPORT
• Refueling service charge,
SHIP REGISTRY BAHAMAS
on a .1·day cruise!
-------------

851 •7600

taxes, opt.ional CDW, PEP,
PAI, not mcluded

mas
ma
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High-intensity emergency care

•

Air care team
flies the injured

•

by Krys Fluker

•

DISCOVERIES EDITOR

,
•

•

When a patient's life can be
measured in minutes, transportation
plays a vital role in emergency procedures. For the past year, Orlando
Regional Medical Center's Air Care
Team-ACT- has been filling that
role in Central Florida.
ORMC keeps the unit i~ a state of
constant readiness. The unit, which
can only be called by qualified
medical personnel, can be airborne
within five minutes after being
·notified of run.
The basic team, which consists of a
nurse, a paramedic and a pilot, is inhouse at all times. The nurses are also
qualified as paramedics, and the pilot
might have medical experience, also.
However, the pilot is not encouraged
to help with patients on board the
the main advantages to the unit is
helicopter. "Safety is his first conPhotorar1an 0eon
cern,'' says Jeanne Martel, director of
ACT. Pilots are required to have the
equivalent of 15-20 years of flight ex·
perience, she adds.
Other crew members are equally
Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami, qualified for the high pressure work.
and Orlando Regional Medical ACT's paramedics and nurses are all
Center.
veteran emergency personnel. The
nurses are also required to be
Barbara Posten, emergency ser- paramedics.
vices director of ORMC, says that
The team flies a twin-engine
trauma centers are effective in Mes serschmi t t-B oelkow-Blohm
treating "multisystem" injuries- helicopter, painted in ORMC colors
ones that affect more than one body burgundy and grey. Martel stresses
system. Technically, she says, a the safety and manueverability of the
trauma is any blunt, penetrating in- twin engine system. The craft only rejury. "This could include a cut quires a 60 foot square area to land in,
finger," says Posten.
which makes it possible to land on
most four-lane roads.
She divides the emergency lifesavThe helicopter has space for the
ing process into four . steps. The first three crew members and two pastep is to notify emergency services tients. It also carries a wide array of
that help is needed. According to medical equipment, including a heart
Posten, this is sometimes the most pump, a respirator, and several
time-consuming part of a rescue.
monitors. "We had it designed to our
specifications," says Martel. The
At the scene of the injury, craft is designed for straight loading
paramedics and emergency medical of patients through two large doors in
technicians try to stabilize the pa- back and allows easy access to the patient so he can be transported. Posten tients' heads.
emphasizes the fact that communicaHelicopters land on one of two pads
tion is constant between the on the seventh floor. The ACT unit
paramedic unit and Emergency usually lands on pad two, which
Medical Services, which serves as a leaves the first space, nearest the
base for all the emergency units in hospital, open for helicopters from
Orange County. At this time, the other hospitals.
decision is made where to take the paWhen the unit lands, there is usualtient.
ly a two-minute delay in unloading
patients while the helicopter shuts
Swift, safe· transportation is the down. Martel refers to this as a ''cold
third component in emergency care. off-load." If the two minutes will
Most cases that come to ORMC are make a difference in the patient's conground-transported, by ambulance or dition, however, the team will do a
other vehicle. Some area hospital~ "hot" off-load while the rotors of the
also have helicopters.
helicopter are still turning.
The patient is then rushed down to
The fourth element is the trauma the trauma cepter on the first floor of
care itself. As a Level I center, ORMC the hospital. The attendants have a
is fully staffed with surgeons, special override key which bypasses
specialists, nurses, and other medical all the other floors.
While the patient is being treated,
personnel around the clock. When a
patient reaches the hospital, all the helicopter is being refueled and
necessary facilities and personnel are restocked for the next run. It is never
in place, including a room, monitors, shut down completely. When not on a
doctors, nurses and other medical run, the ACT team makes "rounds"
staff. "From the time they (EMS) get of the patients they've picked up.
ACT is the only first-response
the call, we're on the radio," says
emergency helicopter service in
Posten.
Orlando. It covers a 60 mile area,
The facility at ORMC is much though the team can fly further if
larger than the average hospital needed.
Martel describes ACT as "a maremergency room. It has a triage area,
a fully-equipped trauma room, several riage of communication, aviation and
small individual patient rooms, a medicine." The result definitely
larger room for patients on monitors, enhances the level of health care
and a separate X-ray room.
available to Central Floridians.

a

•
•
The Air Care Team.can land in a 60-foot square space, if necessary. One of
that ground traffic doesn't affect its maneuverability.

Trauma center: high-tech hope
by Krys Fluker
DISCOVERIES.EQITOR

•

•

You are on your way home from a
long weekend in the Keys. As you
drive, you become lulled by the droning songs on the radio and the
repititous flash of the roadside reflectors. "Welcome to Okeechobee County" -is the last thing you remember
before...
You are on a stretcher, being wheeled into... it's hard to tell. You feel a
strange sensation, a sort of lifting,
and there is a tremendous roaring in
your ears. A woman leans over you,
but her face is blurred. Just before
everything goes dark again you
realize that you 're looking through
your own. blood.
There is a brilliant light shining in

The answer might surprise you.

When a rescue squad is called to the
scene of an accident, they have to
decide which hospital to take the Victims to. It's not a question of mere
proximity.
At the scene of the injury,
paramedics must assess the level of
damage the patient has sustained.
They assign "trauma points" for the
severity of injuries, which add up to a
score. A normal person, uninjured,
has a score of 16.
· Hospitals in Florida are now
classified as to the level of emergency
care they can provide. Emergency
rooms that are dedicated to caring for
severly wounded accident victims are
also known as trauma centers. These
are divided into three classes, each of
which must be certified by the state.

•
•

•

The trauma room at ORMC contains state-of-the-art lifesaving equipment
USed tO Care fOr Critically injured patients. Krys Fluker/Central Florido Future

your face. You groan and try to roll
over, to bury your face so the light
won't hurt your eyes as much. It is
then that you realize that you
can't- that you have been immobilized. Suddenly, the light fades, and out
of the blessed dimness comes a voice:
"Are you awake? Is the light hurting
your eyes?" The shadowy figure approaches, and you see that it's the
woman you remember from your
dream... only it 1nasn 'ta dream.
"Where am ./ ?" yuu mumble-the
classic question.

Level III is the most common level in
the state. Almost any standard
emergency room can qualify as a
Level III center. There are two such
facilities in Central Florida proper.
Level II offers a slightly advanced
level of care. However, the most advanced care is found in Level I
facilities, and all patients with a
trauma score of 12 or less must go to
one of them. There are only three
Level I trauma centers in Florida;
University Hospital in JacksonVille,

•
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Americans must be confident·
.- that pirates will meet justice · ·
Americans expressed outrage this
week over the Italian release of the
alleged leader of the Achille Lauro
piracy, Mohammed Abbas. But in our
insatiable desire for revenge, we have
failed to even try to understand any
of the reasons why the Italians did
what they did, and how we only forced them into it.
The catchword in this situation is
alleged. Abbas role in the hijacking is
completely alleged, and these conclusions are a result of American intelligence efforts. Although the
Italians did not come forward and say
so, the American implication_ 9f. Ap~
bas was ·no doubt subjective. It must
have been rather inconclusive as well,
since government officials refused to
elaborate on any of the evidence, say·
ing only that it is "substantial."
Such a lack of substantiation put
the Italian government in an
awkward position. They could be
railroaded by the United States or
they could follow their own system of
justice; a predicament which forced
the Italians into one choice. In the
eyes of the world, Italy could be be a
pawn or a king. The U.S. also questioned Italian sovereignity when it
called for the extradition of the terrorists, as well as Italian justice. The
U.S. effectively left the Italians with
no choices.
Rather than pressuring the Italians

as we did, the U.S. would probably
have been better off letting their own
system of justice run its coQrse. Instead the U.S. may have sustained an
injury to its foreign relations that it
will find to massive to heal. The injury that Egypt did to us can never be
healed. They deceived us. Italy was
only doing what it felt was right.
America has waited a very long
time to be one step ahead of the terrorism which has plagued it. But if we
fail to lose sight of the ideals which
we profess throughout the world, our
revenge will be no more just than a
lynching.
The best revenge that victims,
families and all people determined to
crush terrorism can ever hope to
have, is that those who resort to these
acts are punished according to the
laws of man as well as those of God.
Ultimately, however, justice will be
served.
Much has been made of the
American effort in apprehending the
Palestinian terrorists. It is perhaps
the boldest step we have ever taken,
and it is none too soon.
President Reagan said it was a
message to terrorists; "You can run,
but you can't hide." Hopefully the
message is loud and clear, and will
never have to be used again.

Clarifying dorm stance; no ·excuse for volleyball
You're on the waiting list: In answer to a point
brought up in Jolee Whitney's letter to the editor
on page 11, no I've never lived in the dorms.
I did try once but they put me on a waiting list.
It's amazing how two seemingly innocent words
can become so horrible. "I'm sorry, nothing's open,
but I can put you on the waiting list.
There's a chance that a generally sarcastic attitude got in the way when I discussed the dorm
situation last week, so I'll rephrase what I said. I
don't think the incoming freshmen or the present
dorm residents should be turned away from the
dorms.
Further, I think that the only real solution is
more dorms. This (as I said in all my apathy) might
even help to lower the overall level of apathy on
campus.
There! Now if you don't like it, write another let-

ter.
It wasn't our fault: Do any of you out there
follow volleyball? If so, then maybe you've noticed
the distressing attitude displayed by coach Lynn
King.
I've read every volleyball article published in The
Central Florida Future and each has been filled
with quotes from King. Did you know we have one
of the best volleyball teams in the nation? Yeah, I
know they don't have too good a record, but according to King we should have beaten just about all

of our opponents.
I guess its a good thing to talk your team up, but
can't you just for once admit that maybe you were
beaten by a better squad? Even in this week's issue
the volleyball story has that "We should have
beaten them, but ... " attitude.
I honestly don't mean to be insulting, but you
can only make excuses so long before someone
notices that that's all you're doing. Well, someone
noticed.
For communications folks: SDX, The Society of
Professional Journalists, will be holding an intern
workshop today. The details are in newsclips on
page three.
Anyway, the reason I brought it up is because we
need a good showing. UCF's communications program is not yet well known and this is our chance to
do something about it.

U.S. should be wary of hungry crocodiles
The world has probably seen its last
conventional war between major
powers. In the end, the world conflict
will probably be decided by the outcome of unconventional, limited wars.
A president must not be faced with
the option of either waging total war
or accepting total defeat.
In the wake of Vietnam, however,
Congress has tried to make exactly
that choice by passing measures
which drastically curtail their ability
to use limited and unconventional
military power.
D The War Powers Act makes it
impossible for a president to act
swiftly and secretly in a crisis and
:f?ermi ts Congress to pull our troops
. ut simply by doing nothing-by failing to pass either a resolution for or

against the president's action.
D The Foreign Assistance Act
limits aid to governments that do not
have squeaky-clean human rights
records. Had it been in force during
World War II, it would have
prevented us from assisting our allY,,
the Soviet Union, against Hitler.
r The Clark Amendment of 1976,
.wh.ic ionba . ~ r ,,aid t~, - he.
freedom fighters in Angola, gave
1

Cuba and the Soviet Union the green must also remember that one who
light for their covert activities in does not fight will be devoured by
Angola and around the world.
crocodiles.
D The Boland Amendment of 1982
paved the way for the disastrous ~ci
There are no limits on the Soviets'
sion by Congress to cut off all covert power to invade, overthrow, and
aid to the contras fighting the San- undermine any non-communist
dinistas in Nicaragua.
government or to arm, strengthen,
and encourage any aggressive comThese measures require a president munist government. Hamstringing
to wage war under Marquis of our power to respond in such inQueensbury rules in a world where stances invites further aggression.
good manners are potentially fatal Furthermore, we must at times assist
hindrances. The Soviets observe no governments fighting communist agrules of engagement except for the gress_ion even if their human rights
one that says winning is everything. records do not meet our standards.
No one suggests that we should With our assistance and influence
become like them to prevail. It was their people will have a chance to
··Nietzsche who wrote, ''Who fights have some human rights. Und~ the
with crocodiles becomes one." But we communists, they will have noi;ie.
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Editor:
The People's Transit Organization has worked
since 1979 toward creating a viable public and
mass transit system in the metropolitan Orlando
area. We view transit as a cost-saving, energyefficient, environmentally sound, and viable alternative to building more and wider highways. That
is why we oppose plans for beltways and also why
we will fight the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority's road-building plans since no new tax
monies can go to rail or bus systems. .
To date, PTO has largely focused on building up
the Tri-County Transit system. We have been very
successful as Tri-County has almost doubled in
size. Now it is time for us to build a mass transit
system that serves the entire area at a reasonable
cost.
We have estimated that an initial system running from Sanford down existing and· expanded
Seaboard System raillines to the Orlando AMTRAK station, then splitting, one leg going down
the I-4 right of way to U.S. 192 in Osceola County
and the other leg going to Orlando International
Airport via Taft, will cost only $86 million, all costs
included. Future expansions can go south to
Kissimmee; northwest to Apopka, Pine Hills, West
Orange and West Seminole; and northeast to
Oviedo and UCF and along the East-West and
Beeline Expressways.
Compare this to the $394 million MATRA is asking to build a system only from International Drive
in Orange County to Walt-Disney World which will
primarily serve tourists, which would in all
likelihood never be expanded and which will cost
taxpayers at least $150 million in th first four
years. We estimate our system in the first year
would cost $5 million to operate and make $15
million in revenues. Compare again to ~1ATRA's
initial $11 million subsidy from Orange County and
Orlando.
Our system takes advantage of various
economies, among them: using Seaboard to build
the system and to use their rights of way; running
the system to as many places as possible so we attract the l~gest number of riders; our technology

is far less capital intensive and thus cheaper and;
using as equipment one car self-propelled vehichles
from Transit America which saves on equipment
costs and only requires two people per car t o run.
We trust our elected officials will t ake a sensible
approach to building a cheaper system that serves
more of our citizens and we urge you to let them
know you want your tax dollars used wisely for an
areawide system rather than a non-expandable
system that benefits tourists.
Oswald Knapp.
Coordinator
People's Transit Organization

D Dorm difficulties
Editor:
It seems to me that lately the only time Don Wittekind has opened his mouth is to change his feet. I
do not agree with all of Tim Puthoff's and Mike
Tierney's letter to the editor, but they did make
some valid points. Maybe you should look for the
facts before you print your opinion Mr. Wittekind.
Your most recent column, dated October 8, raised your opinions about the dorm problems on campus. You say, "I'm getting so sick of hearing
about dorm problems." Do you live on campus? If
not, would you still feel the same knowing that in
the Spring you might be presented with a letter
telling you that you must find another place to
live? How many dorm meetings have you been to?
My bet is none.
If you happened to be at the one held in the Commons two weeks ago, you would have known that
the administration does not help out the Housing
Office in any way. In fact, Housing pays an
overhead to the University for the privilege of having dorms. Your last statement, "I'll leave that up .
to the administration to solve," shows just how
apathetic you are. Before you write columns about

someone else's flaws, perhaps you should look in
the mirror.
However, the purpose of this letter was not to cut
you down-it was to make the readers of The Central Florida Future aware of the qroblem that we
dorm students face. To the dorm students, let's not
lose hope. If we stick together, everything will
work out.
Jolee Whitney
. Political Science

Editor's note:
Letters to the editor are accepted from students,
faculty, staff and members of the community.
Please feel free to drop your letters off at either of
The Central Florida Future 's offices located by the
Health Center. Be sure they conform to the letters
policy. Letters not conforming will not be considered for publication.
Opinions expressed in the Fu ture are those of the
editor or the writer of the article and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, university administration or Board of Regents.

Letter Polley
Letters to the editor must be typed and include the author's signature, major
and phone number. All letters ore subject to editing and become the
copyrighted property of The Central Florida Future. If just cause is shown, the
writer's name will be withheld upon request.

Mall Subscription's
Subscriptions by moll ore ovcillable to readers al a cost of six dollars per
semester, or $13 per school year. For more Information coll (305) ;175-2865.
The Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit weekly newspaper published 36
limes during the academic year. The Central Florida Future serves the University of Central Florido, Orange, Seminole, Brevard, and Volusia Counties.
The newspaper Is a member ol the Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association and, College Press Service.
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But this Is one class you don't
want to sign up for.
Chlamydia, pronou~ "cla-MID·ee-uh'~
is the #1 sexually transmitted disease
(STD) in the world.
Chlamydia is a health menace of major
proportions for sexually active men and
women between the ages of 15 and 28.

If you believe you may
have Chlamydia, or any
other STD, Call the
University of Central
Florida Student Health
Center at 275-2701
The test is quick,
painless and accurate.
Isn't it worth the
piece of mind?

Here's the bad news:
•

•

•

•

Millions of young women on birth
control pills will get chlamydia during
their sexually active years.
50% of women with chlamydia have
no symptoms. As a result, treatment
is often delayed.
The Center for Disease Control
estimates the number of new
cases of STDs this year as follows:
Chlamydia-3,000,000 new cases
Gonorrhea-2,000,000 new cases
Herpes- 500,000 new cases
If undetected~ chlamydia can lead
to infertility In women; sterility In
men; and children born of mothers

who have the cfllule run a hl&h rllk
of develaplftlayemd retpl ANY

Fortunately, there Is good news.
•

•

•

Chlamydia is easy to detect and easy
toa1re.
The test is simple, fast and painless.
But, like many import.ant things in life,
you have to ask 'for it.
If the test is positive, the physician will
prescribe the appropriate antibiotics.
You should also notify your sexual
partner so he or she can seek ~ical
treatment.

People who are being treated for another
STD should also discuss chlamydia with
a physician. Dual infections of chlamydia
and gonorrhea are common. However,
different drugs are required to treat the
two diseases.
Now's the time to look out for #1.
If you are sexually active- get tested.
If detected early, chlamydia can be
treated before it affects your llfeOr the life of another.

Call tt. Health Center or your doctor for
more lnfarmlrtlon.

11.-:tlol-.
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Jan's typing service. Will type term
papers and correct grammer,
. $1.00 per pag1e. Phone
293-0087

Wanted roommate to share large
I bdrm 2 bath house near UCF. I'll
pay util. 550/wk 282-4944
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Thanks for a great social KD's, Tri
Oelts, and Pikes. Congratulations
to our TKE homecoming candidates. Lets get ready to win
another homecoming. Congratulations to Ferdy, Kevin, Karen
and Daniel for TKE's of the month.
PREPROFFESIONAL MEDICAL
SOCIETY
ON Oct. 18, Kathy Driscoll will
speak to the students about the
donor and transplant program.
On Oct. 22, and 23, thre will be an
organ donor drive in front of the
library. Someone needs a second
chancel
Pl BETA THI
Be sure to buy a Pi Phi "Classic
Cake" - this week outside the
cofeteria. Personalize a cupcake
for a friend or for yourself. Donations go to Pl Beta Phi's national
philanthropy.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Discount booklets are on sale
now! Hundreds of dollars in value
in each book can be yours for only
five dollars. To purchase one call ,
6 71 -5924. Quanity discounts
available.

Non-smoker needed to share new
home 5 mi from UCFcprvt
bed/bath S300 mo util inc. Call
Beverly
646-5097
or
646-4582( days)

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for Information.
Is It true you can buy Jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.
Mercury Cougar, 1976 great interior and body, 80,000 miles,
power st and ·brks, AM-FM radio,
cold AC. A must see! 51500. Call
678-2528-ask for Scott
· HP-4lcx handheld computer w/
card reader, circ. anal., math and
ext. memory pacs, charger and
manuals 5350 678-0803
Honda Urban Express moped. Like
new. Great for riding to school.
Helmet included. $299 obo. Call
Linda 277-5162 or 275-6389
197 4 AMC Matador 4-door PS, PB,
AT new tir.es excellent condition.
$700 obo call Cdrl c/o Doug at
677-5653

TRI "DELT pledges love their sisters,
thanks Geralyn for a great
scholarship dinner!! We are all
ready for a super homecoming
with the PIKES! I!

Motorcycle for sale-81' Yamaha
650 midnight maxim-excel cond
low miles adult owned-kept in
garage-51800.00 Call 365-9177
After Som .

WILLIWAM: .ond VM; Do you want a
grape?
INDEPENDENT white-French speaking male desires to meet a lady
with same interest-ambitions-slim
20-30 for sharing joys of life and
daring to meet someone special
in a different usual way write, PO
box 1269 Alt Sprinos Fl 32715

In Oviedo 2 bedrm 2 bath,
garage, fireplace, eat-in kitchen,
central air, wsher-dryer, hookup,
600.00 per/mo call after 5pm
365-4993.
New 3 brm 2 bath garage home
on treed lot only 6 mi from UCF
500.00 per month. Phone
277-0493 for appt and directions.
Attwood Philips Realtors

Free to good home-kittens 5 months old. Good indoor cats. Well
behaved-litter box trained. Call
Pam after 5pm 282-4885

Two brm house asking $300 plus
util-- one brm eff- 5150 plus util
locQtion 434 and 17-92 Call
305-321-3259

Mature student or professional to
share furnished condo w/ professional male-5 mi UCF pvt rm/bathlaundry/no
p o o 1- tennis
pets/5210.dep/lease negoti avail
Nov l 645-5 706

Duplexs-2 bdrm 2 bath UCF area
5425 per month Call 695-2158 or
629-5777

Female-with
mother
and
daughter. Private furn room w/ 1/2
dep and all. util.-$225 mo plus
$50.00 dep and refer.-1 O min E.
UCF 671-6355

UCF Martin area, townhouse lg,2
and 3 brm-children and students
welcome-pool and jacqzzi. PH
281-6393
Tuskawilla country club area. For
rent. Student to share large 4
bdrm housew/pool $300 per
month. Immediate occupancy.
Call for details. 422-5814 or
678-6000

Non-smoking, neat, pro-female
seeks same to share 2/2 condo at
the Club on Chickasaw tr. Ten
minutes to UCF. Washer and dryer,
pool, avail Nov l . $250 plus 1/2 util.
Call Melanie at 423-0684, Mon-Fri,
9-5
Female roommate needed to
share 2 bedroom 2 bath furnished
condo with washer and dryer.
· Close to 436 and East-West. Call
277-4130

Furnished room-Laundry, Kitchen,
family room priveledges. $185.00
monthly Call 678-7313
Hidden Oaks-condo-lake front1u xuary
2 bed rm 21 /2 bth
microwave-washer dryer l O min
UCF avail today Call 644-3044

!UNBELIEVABLE!
3/2 $200. MONTH plus 1/3 util. You
get a pvt/room and two super
roommates. Completely furnished
except your bedroom. Call Susan
273-2148

Furnished apt. All util paid, Call
282-2440

Need a {ob? One that pays $5/hr.
and
is located near UCF, job requiring
no exp with a casual off. environment pos open for evening hrs call
Rick at 678-8088
Earn Money on your own time--15
percent selling the famous Claddagh sterling silver and/or gold
friendship rings imported from
lreland--sell when and where you
want-- contact Claddagh--6605
Mid Place, Temple Terrace, Fl
33617, (813) 985-1100
Phone Rep's for fundraising, Rep.
party-no sales 647 -8992, flex hrs

Sl0-360 weekly/up mailing circulars no quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Dept. AR-3ceg, Box
830, Woodstock, II. 60098
GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000 $50,000 I yr. possible. All ·occupations. Call 805-68 7-6000
ext. 4628 for information.
Federal, state, and civil service
jobs now available in your or0o'or
more information cal 0\.02)
637-3401 dept 1197
$10-$360 weekly/up mailing circulars! NO quotas! Sincerely interested rush self addresed
evelope: Success, PO Box 47oceg,
Woodstock, IL 60098.
Now hiring full and part time at
· new Taco Bell in Casselberry Apply
within 1-5pm Mon-Fri 141 O
Semoran Blvd.
Interested in fitness? We need
outgoing person to demonstrate
exercise equip in stores.
Weekends . $6.00/hr leave
message 1-726-5140
Rm and brd xchange for childcare
15 min from campus for details
365-4625
Sales people wanted-no experience required to sell a nationally distributed product with
repeat sales. We train/parttime
earnings from 5300-5600 is
rP.nlistic. Join our team 236-4377.
Want to sell study buddy Call
644-0836 after 7pm

EXPERT lYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
676-1386.
FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

" --·-_A ,MU TVPIN~. SE~I~ _
Guaranteed lOO'li Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelllng.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes. and
Cover letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
I BM
otsplaywrlters and A BDick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
~ees for fast service. All
work done on quqllty printers, not
dot-matrix. over night .and same
day servlee available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
Typing QUALITY: term papers,·
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary service.
Gqod rates, UCF Empl. 1 Mi. from
campus. Marti 3~5-68 74.
RESUMES
Deslgned{Typed-657-0079.
NEED ANYTHING TYPED& Call Jean
at 628-2608 and she will do it very
resonable
We're your type! Our typing is professional, accurate, and the price
is right. 10% student discount, free
report cover, pick-up and
delivery. Creative Communlcati on s,
339-6613

·word Processing al')d Editing. Prof essional writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
896-0921
Adoption option; Happily married
couple actively seeking to adopt
white infant. Answer our prayers,
we'll provide loving secure home,
Expenses paid. Legal and confident i a 1 Call collect(305)
725-4376
TUTOR-Biologicql
sciences,
algebra, calculus, statistics,
reading, accounting I, some
Spanish spoken, Call 851-3708
after 6pm weekdays.

Fast-accurate-dependablereasonable rates. In my home. No
project too large or tgo small. If
machine answers - leave
message---331-1949

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS .
BIRTH CONTROL

1?:oc

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING: Correct, n~at, satisfaction, assured by
experienced
professional.
678-0241

Gymnastics coach part time must
be experienced and enthusiastic
Call Tumblebees 862-2337

THE BEST OF RA.TES·

Crisis PregAancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
w. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon-.-Sat. Coll 647-1477. We
can help you.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Drive( will work with your schedule
very flexible 365-3126 before 9pm.

WORDMASTE R S
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

· ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a speclal approach to
health care.
.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hiiicrest, 1 blk. south of Colonlal off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
$5 off with this ad

Total Secretarial services. Terril
papers: resumes. reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

Earn hundreds weekly being a
remail agent! Information, send
self addressed envelope to
Ladipo 410 Dewey St. apt llOc,
Tallahasse, Fl.

Earn 400-1200 part time Call
Matthew at 699-1534

Experienced word processing,
grammar spelling. 678-8959 after
5:30pm weekdays, all day
weekends.

Typing and secretarial services in
my home - reasonable rates pick
up and delivery Call Ruth
Richards.
Professional typing, letters, term
papers, resumes,
rates, Call
Beverly, 699-9201

Ji(S..

, . ·1()1 . .

C:lrntc
Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

•

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

•

628-0405
TOLL FREE 800·432·5249

TYPING
ACCURATE
FAS T
REASONABLE Call 657-9015 or
657-9073

Quality Work

FREE TITLE PAGE
and .~P9.~T <;OVER.
678·7037.

Typing in my Orange county home
l O yrs experience. Sherry
656-5455

FOR A GOOD CLASSIFIED AD CALL KATHY AT 275-2865

. "~THE HAIR
. ..

.

SHOP--· -~
,

.

DIAMANDIS JEWELERS

I

;-.,
< ·~ecision :sty_l8-_ ~-ut ~a.oo,
:. I

.

l - ..·

'""~~~ .,

•

·

1UlllU'I.E. COiOftlal- Dr~'
.:twlhn 1>1x1e center)
i

NIK . ~

Specializing In Fine Antique Jewelry
HC>modcling &.. SLone Setting
Watch Repairs

FUU SERVICE.S'ALON

WALK-INS WELCOME'
,

. ·-.•
.
282 1700

Dciily N

·~iii

.

· 857-22 Semoran Blvd.
Wilshire Plaza
Casselberry, ·F L 32707
Phone: C305> 331-3936

Handcrafted
Original
Goldsmith

Knights score shut·outs; record now 5·1
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

Donna UndseyJCentrol Florido Future

Hatter goal keeper, Kevin Bridges, reactions weren't fast enough as Knight forward Scott
Tassone pounds this shot into the goal. UCF was victorious in the match 3-0. .

Continuing their four game
streak, the UCF men's soccer
team defeated two teams last
week, downing Florida Atlantic 9-0 and Stetson 3-0.
UCF ran all over FA U.
Several of the players received ample opportunity to increase their personal experience and statisitcs. Senior
Todd Goodman scored three
goals, which gives him seven
goals on the season.
Freshman Shawn Sprung
scored two goals and broke
the soccer team's omen that
newcommers from St. Louis
do not score in their first year.
Also, Paul I nnerarity
scored the third and the ninth
goals for the Knights.
Freshmen Mohhammed
Moghaddam and Scott
Tassone each scored for UCF.
By the time they scored the
Knights had pretty well rap-

ped up the game, Moghaddam and Tassone scored
seventh and eighth.
After playing a relatively
easy match three days before,
the Knights had to pull back
together and play their
typically serious game
against Stetson. Stetson was
not overzealous, and the
Knights knew it. The first
half depicted an unexciting,
unorganized type of game by
both teams. However, the
Knights did pull their act
together and came out for the
second half ready to play
their usual aggressive type of ·
game.
The first goal of the game
came 66:43 into the game.
Forward Mark Lamb scored
his first goal of the season off
an assist from Greg White
and John Hummel. Lamb
received the ball 12 yards out
from the Owls' goal and kicked it in from the front of the

SEE SHUT·OUTS, PAGE 16

McDowell looks to break losing streak
EKU Colonels next in line·
for the slumping Knights
Lanham. Freshman Rickey
Helms should split action
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
with Darin Slack. Helms completed 6 of 14 passes for 86
After giving up 143 points yards in his debut last week
in their last three losses, Divi- against Wes tern Kentucky.
"Unless Slack is having a
sion II UCF will try to make a
comeback against Eastern hot, hot day, Helms will see a
Kentucky, another respec- lot of action," McDowell extable Division I-AA oppo- plained.
.
Tony Lanham is currently
nent.
The Colonels, members of recovering from arthroscopic
the 0 hio Valley Conference, ~nee surgery and will prostand at 3-2-0, (3-1-0 in ave bably return within the next
~ction). They are led by head
two weeks.
McDowell feels the defense
coach Roy Kidd in his 22nd
season, who has compiled a has played horribly during
161-62-7 mark, good enough the last three games, and he
for third on the all time winn- .hopes to adjust anq fine tune
ing coaches list for Division it this week. Opposing ofI-AA schools. Kidd has taken fenses have averaged 41.8
EKU to eight Ohio Valley points per game and over 300
Pam Gfmson/Centrol Florido Future
Conference titles and two total offensive yards.
On offense, running back The Knights were to move the ball down the field, but the WKU defense held tough close to
Division I-AA national chamElgin Davis is averaging 6.2 the endzone.
pionships.
This will be the thi:r::d · yards and has totaled 291
meeting between these yards on 47 carries. Running
schools as the Knights were backs Aaron Sam (61 for 232),
beaten both times, 37-14 in Robert Ector (34 for 189) and
last year's contest on the Col- Davis will run up against a
defense that allowed just" 95.4
onels' home field.
Eastern Kentucky has 37 yards against the.run in their
returning lettermen from the first four games.
Mentally,. McDowell says
8-4 1984 team. Mike
Whitaker directs the offense, the Knights are not down,
and has completed 56 of 102 despite their last three
passes for 720 yards thus far. outings. "We're not treating
'Phe offense has averaged over it like it's the end of the
world,'' he said. ''Why should
300 yards p~r gaple.
Todd Lutz
A strong offensive line we get down on games we
have
won
paves the way for running shouldn't
back James Crawford, 105 anyway?''
The University of Central Florida football
McDowell referred to the
carries for 487 yards and a 4.6
team coached by Gene "Draw play"
fact that Eastern Kentucky is
average.
McDowell suffered its worst defeat of the
yet
another UCF opponent
Receiver Alvin Blount
season last Saturday at the hands of the
rounds out the offensive at- that can field a starting team
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers.
tack with 22 catches for 272 on full scholarships.
Aren't nicknames great? Most people earn
"After this week, we'll be
yards.
one by doing something all the time, like burUCF coach Gene McDowell 3-3," he addE;ld. "That's the
ping or eating a lot or even running the draw
will utilize his dual quarter- same record as Eastern Kenplay and its variations repeatec:llY· "Draw
Tim Barto/Central Florida Future
back system once again, tucky and they're a pretty
All night long WKU poured through the
despite the loss of Tony good football team.''
SEE 'HOLES, PAGE 16
Knight defense.
by Scott Wallin

"Donut holes" allow 47
· points in WKU game
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Get

a Bang
Out of
.· . ·soccer
This Friday October 18

Women's ·Soccer
vs
Pennslvania
Home
1:30 p.m.

Men's ·Soccer
VS
Mercer
Home

7:00 p.m. ·

•
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UCF basketball teams prepare. for the season.
.

by Chris Richcreek
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

When fall recedes into winter, the
sound of balls bouncing off of the
hardwood, the sne~kers squeaking,
and the "swish" sound of the ball ripping through the net can only signify
one thing. .
It's time for basketball.
UCF recently released the men's
and women's basketball schedules for
this year, and there are some interesting matchups for both squads.
Coach Phil Carter's crew, which includes returning players Sam Alexander, Tom Cubit and Chris Wallen,
will play their first of twelve home
games this year against George
Mason on Nov. 23. Teams visiting
UCF's gymnasium this year include
Akron University, whom UCF dropped a 61-60 decision to last year, and
Florida A&M.
The Knights should be happy to
meet F AMU this year. Last year, the
Knights edged out the Rattlers twice,
67-62 and 70-63.
The first of the Knights 14 road
games may be their toughest. The
Knights will journey to Gainesville
on Nov. 26. The Knights will be looking for revenge, as Florida stomped
UCF last year, 106-55. Other road
games include Southwest Louisiana,
whom UCF dropped a 88-55 decision
to last year, and Florida State.
Finally, the Knights are to play in
the Red Lobster Classic on Dec. 22
and 23. Other teams include Auburn,
Boston College, and Valdosta State.
As far as the Lady Knights are concerned, their schedule is made up of
eleven home games, nine away games,

.

and four tournaments. It will also be
a busy year for the Lady Knights and
new head coach Nancy Little.
At home, UCF will host teams as
close as Florida State and as far away
as Virginia Commonwealth. Last
year, the Lady Knights crushed the
Seminoles, 93-713, and edged out
VCU, 82-81, in overtime.
·

1985·86 Men's Basketball Schedule

On the road the Lady Knights will
play confrence rivals· Georgia State,
Florida A&M, Georgia Southern,
Mercer, and Stetson. The Lady
Knights, led by returning players
Susan Patz, Kristy Burns, and
Christine Strahl, are a member of the
New South Women's Athletic Confrence. Other road matches include
University of Miami and Auburn.
Finally, the Lady Knights will participate in four tournaments. On Nov.
29 and 30, the Lady Knights will host
the UCF Rotary Thanksgiving Tournament, in which teams from Furma:µ.J Mississippi College, and Northern Illinois will participate. On Dec.
13 and 14, the University of
Mississippi will host the Ole Miss
Dial Classic, with UCF, Arkansas,
and Grambling State participating.
Aside from the New Sou th
Women's Athletic Gonfrence Tournament at the end of the season, the
other tournament is the Central
Florida Holiday Classic. Teams from
Fordham, Pennsylvania, Farleigh
Dickinson, Appalachian State,
among others, will participate in the
three day event beginning on Jan. 2.
Perhaps the most interesting team in
the tourney is Wake Forest, coached
by former Lady Knights mentor Joe
Sanchez.

Nov.23

George Mason

2:00 p.m.

Nov. 26
Nov. 30

University of Florida
Georgia Southern

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Dec.2

Mercer

Dec. 7

Southwest Louisiana

Dec.10

Tennessee Tech

Dec. 12
Dec. 14

Florida Southern
Jacksonville

Dec. 19
Dec.
22·23

South Alabama
Red Lobster
Classic
Florida State
Florida A&M

Jan. 6
Jan. 7

11

Jan. 16

Armstrong State

Jan. 18

South Carolina

Jan.20

Florida A&M

Jan.25

Rollins

Jan.27
Jan.29
Feb.1
Feb.3

Baptist
Akron
Campbell
Howard

Feb.6

South Florida

Feb. 15
Feb. 17

Stetson
Bethune·Cookman

Feb. 20
Feb. 22
Feb.25
Mar. 5

The Citadel
Baptist
Mercer
Stetson

8:00 P~m.

• At the Civic Center; Home games in bold

DANCING!

DANCING!

WELL

TBA•
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7;30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

,,

0
O o

WELL

BRANDS

BRANDS

3FoR1
9·11PM

2FoR1
11·?

ACROSS FROM FASHION SQUARE
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'HOLES
FROM PAGE 13
play" McDowell... I kinda like it.
Let's look at the bright spots in the
game. The running attack was excellent averaging 4.1 yards per carry.
Only problem is that you can't run
very often when you're down by as
much as 37 points.
Okay so we can't run. I guess that
means we pass. Boy do we pass. 63
times to be exact.
Quarterba~k Darin Slack, who by
now has become quite proficient at
running the draw play, finished the
game with 17 completions in 49 attempts for 209 yards and two interceptions. This man's arm had to
have been hurting by game's end.
One bright spot, the offensive line
played well giving Slack ample time
to deliver an on-target pass.

SHUT·OUT
FROM PAGE 13
goal. This lifted the Knights
to a 1-0 lead.
Four minutes later, UCF
managed to hit the goal from
the extreme right side. Midfieldman John Mailander
scored from 9 yards out after
receiving the ball from
defender Greg White .
. The Knights secured their
victory 82:08 into the match.
Scott Tassone scored for the
Knights, which put UCF into
a comfortable 3-0 lead.
Freshman Ian Gill and junior
Kevin Lennox each contributed to Tassone's goal.
Tassone headed the ball in
from the left side from about
eight yards out.
Senior Todd Goodman felt
the Knights played a strong
game. ''We started off kind of
weak, but we pulled together
and came through for the victory.. . that's whats important," Goodman said.
The soccer team is 5-1,
which is the best record o{
any athletic team on campus.
The Knights face the
University of Pennslyvania
and Notre Dame this
weekend.

Love.it
and
leave it
J- ·,>. ,

.....·:;;;~..:··

.

Green

m

A Public Service of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

Most of the passes, however, were
either dropped, like last week, or they
just didn't find their mark.
The other bright spot was third string quarterback Kevin Helms who
came in in the fourth quarter and
completed six of 14 passes for 86
yards.
The offense can't really be blamed
much for our losses. Ifs hard to come
back after the other team builds an insurmountable lead.
I guess I'm referring to our defense
when we talk about other teams
building leads.
There was little to wonder about
concerning Western Kentucky's passing attack. It was down and out left,
down and out right all night long.
It was so obvious that fans were
yelling "Down and out" every time
the Hilltoppers were in a passing
down. The same thing happened last
week didn't it?

The entire defensive backfield looks
out of position on every play. On one
play in particular, the whole defensive
unit was up on the line of scrimmage
and were unable to catch Kentucky
running back who broke through and
eventually scored.
I think the defense has earned the
right to shed their Swiss cheese image. From now on they shall be
known as "The Donut Holes' ".
I really hate to be so critical. I'm
starting to sound like Manny Moon
and that's scary. I just keep hoping
the team will get mad enough to dig
down deep and start playing the kind
of football we know they're capable
of.
Right now, with the Knights
meeting Eastern Kentucky this week
and Louisville later, my most urgent
prayer is that we don't get swept by
the state of Kentucky, a state known
for its basketball expertise, not football.

a

The WKU quarterback found the
"Donut holes" were not always funand-games.
·
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Tim Turba wins
Men's A tournament
Women's A Division, where
Trena Rogers defeated Lee
Ann Delgato in three actionpacked sets, (6-1, 3-6 ,6-2).

by Terry Stinson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SAE 116 • Kappa Sigma 6

Donna Lindsey/Central Florido Future

Kappa Sigma managed to put one into the goal, but were unable to keep up with SAE.

Tim Turba was the big winner in UCF's intramural tennis tournament as he downed
Bruce Camfield, (6-0, 6-2), in
the Men's A Division.

A total of thirty-seven
players participated in this
year's tourney despite rain
that held up play on the final
day.

In the Men's B Division,
Dave Dearman shut out
Steve Ringer 6-0 in the first
set, then struggled to a 7-5
victory to take the championship.
The most exciting match.of
the tournament was in the

Sign-up for the Intramural
Doubles Tournament will be
held today at RS 10~ and will
continue through the starting
time, 5 p.m. Friday, with the
finals wrapping up on Saturday. There will be separate
divisions for men, women,
and mixed teams.

Does Your Apartment Need Furniture?
Phone:

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

Alafaya Furniture ..___~~-;~:_~59-----·

365-9959

Pressure wash with soap, bubble brush & wax
6 bays avail. For cars, trucks, boats & motor homes

8

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

~

5

Cl!

~

NEW & USED SELL-WE BUY-WE TRADE-WE ACCEPT CONSIGNMENTS

~

E. COLONIAL
•

We Have Good Used Furniture At Bargain Prices·
Appliances, Couches, Dinettes, Beds, Typewriters, Desks

TO COCOA

11470 E. COLONIAL DR.

------WEEKEND FLEA MARKETS---...
-

~

0

(next to the Univ. Drive·in)

-

Why not have your yardsale with us? It's FREE!
AUCTION • FRIDAY NIGHT 7:30
OPE~

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

7 Days a week from 9am · 6pm Owner: ROY MUNNS
3651 Alafaya Trail (1 mile N. of UCF near Palm Valley)

·WHIPLASH

Sun~

Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon

CAN BE DANGEROUS!

Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30

••

••
•
•••
•

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275·0841

...•
•

WELCOME

REAR-ENP
COLLISION

•

ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES

-~-

i
i

spinal examination (usual tee for this service: $40.00)

·

l

~

~

4~

,. .

SANFORD )

e

·-

~

~

~
0

436

~

1
1

I
1

*

N

:t
-

I
I
I
I

I

I

,

3 3 1• 5 0 5 0

Office Hours
Monday. Friday: 8am . 6pm

500 E. Hwy. 434, Longwood
IMPORTANTI .· offer

~xpires 10/30/85

1HE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RfSPONSlllE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RtGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCIL PAYMENT, OR TOH
REIMIUISED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTH£R SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TIEATMENT WHICH IS l'ERFORM!D AS A RESULT OF ANO
WllHIN 72 HOUIS Of RESPONDING TO THE ADYDTISEMEHT FOR THE FIEE SERVICE ~110!' Ol TllATMEMT:

...........

...........

1'1

QAn;

. $3.75

-~-

LUNCH BUFFET

1

!~,

M·F 11 :00 to 2:30

~~

h

NIGHTLY HAPPY DINNER: $7.50

t~j:,~

.. ~INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your

.~

i
DENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A.

-

p ~ ALL YOU CAN EAT p ~

r~~~~~~~~~~:~~E;;~~~~~-;~u
·

{j0~1)£tf

'

~H1NESE. R£S~UR1'~

500 E. HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD

This certificate entitles "our new patients" to a complimentary

-

,-

LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

t

P~

Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00

choice of Entree & Dessert
'

FOR TAKE-OUT AND
CATERING
PLEASE CALL
I

'

WITH UCF l.D.

281·0330

Buy one & get

E. COLONIAL DR.

2nd half pricel

6440

I

between
436 • Goldenrod
I

~---

.
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Irish and Quakers will invade Central Florida
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This week the men 's soccer team
faces two tough division I teams.
Friday evening U CF meets the
University of Pennsylvania on the
baseball field and on Sunday the
Knights square off against Notre
Dame on Sunday .at Bishop Moore
High School.
The Knights will enter this week's
matches with a winning 5-1 record.
Notre Dame, suffocatting under
their tough schedule, will head into
the game with a 3-8-3 record.
Notre Dame is starting to rebuild
the program back up after· their six
year veteran head coach resigned in
1984. Dennis Grace, who has accumulated a record of 15-14-5, starts
his second year at Notre Dame this
year.
Grace said, " ... the adjustments
have been made and now our total ef-

~

fort can be directed toward developing a nationally competitive
program.'' Grace feels he can accomplish this goal by ·p utting
together one of the toughest
schedules ·in the nation.
The Irish, in their 22 game
schedule, face 16 opponents who are
ranked in the top 20 nationally and
eight of those teams rank in the top
10.
Grace feels confident with the team
he and his staff have been able to
assemble, considering thier nonscholarship program. Grace said,
"Fortunately, Notre Dame, with its
rich traditions and excellent academic
image, is not hard to sell.''
Leading the Irish attack is
freshman Tom Gerlacher. He has
three goals and four assists.
Gerlacher is a midfieldman who
comes to Notre Dame from St.
Charles prep in Ohio. There, he lead
his team to four straight final-four
state appearances.

KOOL·IT

'~t@PNINDOW TINTING

• Professional Work
• All Work Guaranteed
5 YEARS
With This Coupon
William Coneys

695-4765

Joe Sternberg, another freshman
for the Irish, plays in the striker position for Notre Dame. Sternberg has
three goals on the season and also has
accumulated four assists.
Another player the Knights need to
key on is Dave Miles. Miles, a senior,
plays forward, and is the captain for
the Irish team. He is known for his'
determination and dedication to the
team. ''I like his never-say-dieattitude," Grace said.
Defending the Irish goal are upperclassmen Pat Szanto, Jock
Mutschler and Stuart MacDonald.
Mutschler. plays at the stopper position and has been a key defender for
the Irish.
Keeping goal for Notre Dame is
Junior Hugh Breslin. The '85 season
will be the first regular schedule for
Breslin at a starting postion. Thus
far, he has played every minute of
every game· for Notre Dame and has
107 saves in 14 games. He averages
2.3 goals scored on him per game.

.6.~)

Other returning players and expected starters for Sundays ·game are
Mark Bidill.ger, Eric Evans, John
Gibbs, Steve Lowney, Steve Reymer
and Chris Telk.
Notre Dame has faced six overtime
situations this year, which is only
three off from the national record.
They t.. .q_-,e arrived victorious only
once, have lost twice, and have tied
three times.
They have challenged teams from
Virginia, George Mason, WisconsinMilw aukee, DePaul, WisconsinMadison, Evansville, Michigan State,
Indiana, Wisconsin-Green Bay, Northwestern and Bowling Green.
The Knights are looking forward to
a tough match-up with the Irish.
Head coach Jim Rudy feels his team
will do well if they continue to play as
a team and strive for one common
goal, to win.
The game will be at Bishop Moore
high school at 7 p.m. this Sunday.

J)/): cfllenJe"6

.iJ

/C~e~ 2001 flavors available ...
~

· /0 and still more to be concocted!
\\ • /
We feature deliciously crisp
\ I handmade cones
V
Central Florida's Complete
Ice Cream Store!

Create your own flavor
Have an Ice Dream
Tonight
657-8700
The only 99 Percent
Fat-Free Yogurt in
Florida

4084 N. Goldenrod - next to
University Cinema 8

Prices Include:
Washer, Drye·r,
Refridgerator
Dishwasher.

Coine and exj>erience the woodsy charm.
Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME
within walking distance from UCF

Affordable prices start in the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100
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_Pigskin
·Picks

DW

MR
UCF vs. EKentucky
UF vs. SW Louisiana
FSU vs. Tulsa
Miami vs. Oklahoma

Well last week's amateur Adam
Chrzan did a fair job, so he has
been replaced by our art director, Jeff Glick.
Overall Records are:
Don Wittekind 31-1 ti- i
Mike Rhodes 30-16-1
Morgan Phillips 28-18-1
Scott Gunnerson 25-21-1

JG

MP

•

EKU, 35-10
EKU, 35-21
UCF, 38-34
EKU, 30-21
UF, 47-10
UF, 42-12
UF, 28-21
UF, 34-10
FSU, 27-15
FSU, 33-20
FSU, 31-7
FSU, 52-13
Oklahoma,
20-17
Oklahoma, 28-17 Qklahoma,21-20 OklahomaJ 24-16

NFL
Bucs vs. Dolphins
Dolphins, 17-1 O
Dolphins, 35-3
Dolphins, 28-20
Raiders vs. Browns
Browns, 21-3
Raiders, 21-20
Raiders, 31-27
Seahawks vs. Broncos Broncos, 31-28 Sea hawks, 14-10 Broncos, 21-17
Bears vs. Packets
Bears, 14-0
Bears, 27 -17
Bears, 23-21

Dolphins, 27-20
Browns, 21-17
Seahawks, 24-21
Bears, 32-21

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60%and 40%discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss-for English literature.
v

• Cf

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to Sam, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So.when you're asked to choose a Ion:
distance company, choose AThT. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means. ·
Reach out and touch someone~

~ATs.T
The right choice.

© 1985 AT&T Communications
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American Heart
Association

Lady Knights drop one more

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

by Scott Broden

"

CETRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

A Positive Point · .
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before you cart feel it . When
it's no bigger than the dot on this page .
And when it's 90% curable . With the best chance
of saving the breast.
·
The trick is catching it early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do .
A mammogram is a simple x-ray that's simply
the best news yet for detecting breast cancer. And
saving lives.
If you're over 35. ask your doctor about
mammography .

Give yciurself the chance of a Jifetime. ni

~

AMERICAN
CANCER

~SOCIElV '

The volleyball team dropped another match last
wednesday in Gainesville losing 15-10, 15-5, and 15-8.
Coach Lyn King said: ''We
have just-as much talent as
Florida does or any team we
have played this year. We
just get psyched out by the
Florida name. Florida does
have more experience than we
have, but we play together
better and should have beat
them."
King also said that the
team's defense broke down,
and it was the first time that
had happened all year. "Our
defense before this match
played strong, but the team
has been concentrating so
hard on improving their offensive play so much lately that
they broke down on their
defensive play," K.i ng said.
"The night before, we had a
terrible practice, and most of
the time a bad match will
follow a bad practice. ''
Despite the team's weak
play as a whole, according to
King, Kim Porter played at
her best. "Kim had six kills
(spikes) more than Robbin
Nelson (the team's strongest
hitter) and was a good example to her teammates."
"The team needs to work on
their mental attitude. They'll
make one good play and feel
great about it, and then
forget about the next five

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

Robbin Nelson prepares to-receive this set-up in a recent
match against Western Kentucky.

plays and make mistakes. ·or
they'll make one bad play and
they won't be able to get it
out of their minds for the next
few plays."
Team w-captain Candi
Cairns said, "We have the
potential; we just don't know
it yet. ''
King said, ''If the players
can 't believe ~ n themselves or

PHONE:

1-1 -~===
1111111

,

I 11ryaP

67SPORT
Are you tired of the same
.
old "Wham, Bam, Thank You Ma'am?"
V.l.P. Sale for UCF students.
Right now 20% OFF! ·

take pride in themselves, then
they should at least take
pride in their school. They
represent UCF, and they've
been given scholerships to
play volleyball here because
they have talent. They have
the ability to win, and now
they need to show that they
can win. In short, they need
to just go out and win."

I v M•;-1

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

,-I
I

Cl

0

a::
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Cl

....J

0
tD

WJnn
Dixie

HWY SO

EAST /WEST EXPRESS

I

J

/.

(:laczbok;a
~l!lll/.l!~«~ Runn·ing Shoes
Sponsor's of Florida's
Number One Triathlon Team &
Miss Central Florida

I

• Ladies' II/IE
· from 19.99
• Mens'M/IE
on sale
• Converse High Tops
• Brand Name Leotards
from 6.99
• Running Shorts 6.99

Aerobic ·Wear
Athletic Wear
Footwear
For People Who Care
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UCF KNIGHTS VS. EASTERN KENTUCKY
. In Orlando Stadium
THIS SATURDAY NIGHT
KICK-OFF at 7:00 p.m.
·FREE ad.mission for students with a
validated UCF l.D.
FREE bus ride to all home games
Call the "Sports-Line" 275-2139

~.
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Women win two, lose two
in WAGS tournament

$1

50 •i~~r~~~~c~~of
.

CASSELBERRY. FL 32707
LAYAWAYS

• Also available
at various prices:
Nativities, Wildlife
VISA/ AM. tX./MASHRCARD
& ofher figurines
• Special orders accepted

----------------------1
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<t-'G

v

co~

o~

Now Only $8.95!

Need Help Passing
The CLAST?
Getting Ready For The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics

..

H & H Publishi':'g Co., Inc.
2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater, Florida 33575 (813) 442-7760

SHARED HOUSING REDUCES COSTS

,.

$180
• We professionally screen applicants to reduce risks.
• We require references. employment, or school
records
~ • We match up for compatibility, needs, costs and
I
areas
1

ROOM·MATE MATCHMAKERS SERVICE
898-7074...723 E. Colonk.d, Orlando

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In a disappointing weekend in Washington,
D.C., the Lady Knights split four games, and
may have been eliminated from any chance at
post season play.
The Lady Knights, playing without injured
forward Michelle Akers, beat Michigan
State, 2-1, but lost to Radford, 2-0, on Saturday. Sunday, the Lady Knights dominated
George Washington and won, 4-1, but fell victim tb a lucky shot losing to William and
Mary, 1-0.
The Lady Knights record now stands at
6-3-1.

Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college
bookstore .

• Reduce rent, deposits, utilities and cost of living
• Share an apartment or house is the way to go
• Your monthly housing costs could be as low as

by Chris Richcreek

In the Michigan State game, the Lady
Knights defense played their usual tough, aggressive game. MSU scored their only goal on
a penalty kick.
However, in the Radford game, the word
that stood out was physical. UCF found
themselves tested physically and
psychologically by Radford's rough approach
to playing soccer. Coach Jim Rudy said, ''We
played their game. There was no imagination
(by the opponent). It was just kick the ball
forward.'' The result was a loss by the
Knights.
On Sunday, The Lady Knights started off
well in their game against George
Washington and crushed GWU, 4-1. The only
GWU score came off of a kick from forty
yards out that sailed over all the defenders,
including goalie Kim Wyant.
The victory over George Washington
brought the Lady ·Knights to their biggest
challen~e yet in the tourney, seventh ranked

William & Mary. Rudy said of the game, "We
dominated the entire game. We did
everything else but score.,' ' The heartbreaker
came when forward Jean Varas hit the post
with only one minute left in the game. Her
shot could have tied the score. Rudy said,
"We got the opportunities, we just didn't get
.
the breaks."
The Lady Knights are suffering from a
tough year, and as a result, may not make it
into NCAA post season play. Rudy said,
"Unless some of the higher teams (in the
NCAA polls) lose, I don 't see us making it."
It would be a major disappointment,
especially to the seniors on the team, if the
Knights fail to make post season play.
However, the Knights have been beset with
reasons why they have failed to succeed at
this point.
As far as the injury situation goes, the
Lady Knights have been plagued all year.
Michelle Akers is still suffering from knee
problems, and has been in rehabilitation for
about three weeks. A bright note is that both
forward Jean Varas and midfielder JoEllen
Murchland have returned from injuries. Both
played in the Wags tournament.
Perhaps the toughest foe the Lady Knights
have battled this year is the schedule. In
their Miami weekend, the Lady Knights had
to play three games in two days. The fatigue
caught up to them, helping to bring about a
1-1 tie with Barry. Also, due to budget cut_backs, the Lady Knights have been forced to
spend their road trips at houses of friends instead of motels like most college teams. This
kind of arrangement is tough, as it is hard to
play first class when one is traveling third
class.

CHRISTIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
3676 ALAFAYA TR.
ORLANDO, FL 32826

HERE FOR ONE REASON ...

..

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

* Static Line Program

* Tandem Jumping

* Best Facilities in Florida
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
- - Call or Write for our Brochure

•

•

y 0

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P. 0. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813) 788-5591

u!

THE FACTS ABOUT C.S.F.

CAMPu·s House:

FRIENDSHIP
ACTIVITIES
COUNSELING
T.EACHING
SHARING

Jesus Christ is our focal point.
An Alternative to the usual.
Give us a Tryl
CALL PAM AT 275-6472
A Ministry of.UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Worshipping at 9191 University BLVD.
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LLUSTRATION BY TIM BARTO

It is a sure bet that a good number own gambling place and bar in
BY R I CH ARD TRUETT
of t hose attending horse races weren't Logansport, Indiana. When he cbe ,
there to witness equestrian beauty he left it all to me. So I continued to
- " Freddy," a 48-year-old construe· and grace. They were there because of -run the games," Freddy said .
These poker games were held in t he
tion supervisor has a nice home, two an addiction fueled by a chance to
or three cars and a pretty wife. He make a quick bundle.
back of the bar Freddy was responsi·
keeps regular hours at work these
Treating gambling addicts is a ble for providing food, drinks, and
days, but it wasn't long ago Freddy relatively new field, but estimates bail money if and when there wjs a
slipped out at night and found his · show that there are anywhere from bust. His take was ten percent on
way into a poker game. Freddy was a six million to nine million compulsive each hand of poker. " I would go home
compulsive gambler.
gamblers losing money, sleep, jobs at night with a bag of silver dollars. I
Guess what the number one spec- and families.
could tell you almost within $20 how
tator sport in America is. If you said
Freddy was one of those gamblers much I would go home with on a FriFootball, Baseball, or Basketball, you on the verge of losing everything. But day or Yaturday night because the
he fought his way back with the help same people always played. If
guessed wrong. It's horse racing.
Every year for the last three of Gamblers Anonymous.
anybody had any sense, they would
"My father was a professional run the game, not play in it," Freddy
decades, more people have gone to the
horse tracJ! than have attended any of gambler. He had his
said while sipping an iced tea .
·
· --._t~~ team sports.
.. . .

CS

• ~°'! r.. '
/~.

Freddy didn't gamble much in
those days ~ecause he was too busy
running the games, but when he did
gamble, he usually won.
In 1961, Freddy sold the bar his
father left him for $200,000 and
bought a new stationwagon. He bit
the road and pointed the wagon
toward Las Vegas where he intended
to take part in the World Series of
Poker, a tournament held each year.
"Six months and four days later, I
called my wife and asked her for some
money so I could get home,'' Freddy
said. "I went through $175,000 and
annew stationwagon. That was a lot
of money in 1961 ~ It's a lot of money
SEE GAMBLER, PAGE 2
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Albums
BY JAYNE FRYE

One would have expected
the debut album from
Dusseldorf' s Propaganda to
be either a gaudy pop carnival
or a slab of electronic angst
along the lines of Kraftwerk.
Although it co;ntains
elements of both these styles,
the former on the · poppy
"Duel" and the latter during
the dark "Dr. Mabuse," Propaganda's Secret Wish could
be most accurately termed, of
all things, progressive.
"Progressive" is usually a
pejorative ·term, implying
wretched excess and contrived emotion. Irideed, when
Suzanne Freytag started
moaning about some grains of
sand held in her hand ("Oh
God! Can I not grasp them
with a tighter clasp?/Oh God!
Can I not save one from the

pitiless waves?") during the
opening track, "Dream
Within A Dream,'' I seriously
doubted that this was the pop
masterpiece a friend had so
confidently raved about.
During repeated listenings,
that lush epic began to sound
less ridiculous as is took its
place in the quirky scheme of
this smorgasbord of sound.
In addition to "Duel" and
"Dr. Mabuse," both United
Kingdom singles, a couple of
other tracks deserve mention.

"Sorry For Laughing" is a
cover of 1 a song originally
done by the obscure, critically
acclaimed Scottish pop band
Josef K. I ts manic, apologetic
tone fits in well with the
band's original material.
My favorite track on the
album, "P·Machinery," is the
current U.K. single. A song
about
a
propaganda
''machine,'' a friend has likened the 12" version of the
track to having an entire herd
of Arabian cavalry stampede
through your bedroom.
The shorter album version
is somewhat more efficient,
giving the illusion of perhaps
several charging horsemen.
Progressive, but never
quite tedious or ridiculous,
Propaganda's Secret Wish requires only moderate musical
adventurousness on your
part. In return, it will provide
you with hours of interesting
listening.

Calelldar
OBALLET
The Southern Ballet Theatre will open its
1985-86 season Friday, Oct. 25 at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at Southern Ballet
Theatre by calling 628-0133 or the Arts Cen·
tre 843-8111.
Also Performing at the Bob Carr will be
pianist Misha Dichter who will open the
1985-86 season of the Florida Symphony Orchestra on Oct 17 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 19 at
8:30 p.m. Ditchter will be accompanied by the
Florida Symphony conducted by Sidney
Rothstein. Tickets are available for students
and military for half price on all seats. For additional information call 894-2011.
• O COSMIC CONCERT
Already playing at the John Young
Planetarium is a new "Cosmic Concert"
series featuring Rush titled "Red Alert."
Showtimes for "Red Alert" are 9 and 10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday nights through Oct. 25.
The 11 p.m. shows will feature ZZ Top. Admission is $3. For more info call 896-7151.
DFINANCIAL SEMINAR
The Theta Sigma Chapter of Delta Sigma
Pi is sponsoring a financial seminar on Oct.
17 to be held in the University Dining Room
at 7 p.m. and will be followed by
refreshments. All students are welcome.
OUCF THEATRE .
The British comedy Relatively Speaking
will be preformed by the University Theatre
on Oct. 17. Admission is free with student
I.D.
OMORE THEATRE
The Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins College will present the musical Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat at 8 p.m. on
Oct. 19, 23-26. Saturday matinees are
scheduled for Oct. 19 and 26 at 2 p.m. For
tickets or further info call 646-2145.
O JCC DANCE
A singles dance will be hosted by the
Young Jewish Professional Singles which will
feature '50s and '60s music. RSVP is a must.
Call 645-5933. The Jewish Community
Center will host a singles brunch at J.B.
Winberie's on Oct. 20 at 11:00 a.m. in the
Longwood Plaza. The cost will be $7 .95 per
person. More info call 331-9677.

lJAUDOBON LECTURE
"Audubon Ecology Camps in Hawaii and
Conneticut" will be the title of the presenta·
tion that will be given by Paulette Stone and
Al Reihinger at the Central Christian Church
on Oct. 21at8 p.m. The program, which is being presented by the Orange Audubon Society, will be free.
lJ SOAP OPERA CRUISE
Sea Escape will host two special soap opera
the:n~ c~ises aboard the Scandinavian Sky
which sails on one-day cruises from Port
Canaveral. Stars from the soap One Life to
Live will be aboard the Scandinaivan Sky on
Oct. 12 and on the Scandinavian Star on Oct.
13. The cost is $89 which includes three buffet meals,. swimming, disco and more. Future
theme cruises include: a '50s criuse starring
The Coaste.rs on Nov. 2 and a singles cruise
on Dec. 7 and 8. For more info call
1-800-432-0900.
fJ CAREER WOMEN
Are you a woman over 25 whose formal
education was interrupted by family or
career? Are you returning to school after a
long absence_? Would you like to meet with
?ther wo~en _ in your situation to exchange
ideas, copmg strategies, or just for coffee and
mutual support. We are two faculty memb~rs
who ~ave been there and would like to help
orgaruze a group of. this kind. If you are interested, please leave your name, address,
and phone number with Jane Marmaduke or
Katherine Keller, English Department HF A
450.
lJ COMMITTEE FORMS
An ARTSFEST committee has been formed and will fund and promote ARTSFEST
'86. For more information on the ARTSFEST
information advisory, call Arts Council of
Greater Orlando at 843-2787.
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now," Freddy said while looking out of his screened in porch
into the darkness.
Dumping $175,000 would have been enough to "cure"
most people of gambling. But compulsive gamblers are dif·
ferent. When they lose, they feel they have to get more
money from somewhere and get back in the game to try to
win back the money they already lost. This tactic almost
never works, but compounds the problem. It wasn't too long
before Freddy was right back in it again. But this time he
got into some trouble with the law.
"My brother-in-law wanted me to run a game for him in
Louisville. So I stayed for about seven or eight hoiirs one
night. Well, this guy was losin' and he was ·drunk and he got
mad. He came at me from across the table and I shot him.
They tried me for attempted murder and I got a 25 year
sentence. But with a lot of money and bribes, I got proba·
tion.''
While on probation, Freddy played it pretty cool. He
stayed out of trouble, landed a good job and bought a nice
house. But poker had always been in the back of his mind. It
had always been such a large part of.his life.
Freddy knew there were big-money poker games going on
in Orlando and he wanted to get in on them. He was a
resourceful hustler who knew how to raise a buck when he
had to and what he tells about his gambling experiences in
Orlando is almost shocking. It seems Orlando isn't the
squeaky clean tourist town the Chamber of Commerce
would have us believe.
Freddy said it is not hard to find a big-money poker game.
The first thing he used to do is ask a cab driver if he knew of
any games going on. That would usually lead him to one of
the big money games in a hotel on International Drive.
"About three years ago, I started hittin' it pretty good
again. Out on International Drive, you have to have $600 -to
get in to a game, but I was only ma.kin' $350 or $400 a week.
So, I would go out to Taft and sit in on some card games in
behind the bars and stay there until I had enough money.
Then I would go out to International Drive because there is
more money involved,'' Freddy said.
"I went to Taft one Friday with $648 and I built it up to
al.m ost $1,000. I took a cab to International Drive at about 8
p.m. that night. At 6 a.m. Saturday, I had almost $3,000. At
6:45 Saturday night, I walked out of there with $1.49, and
no way of gettin' back to Orlando.
"So you sit there and think and you call people up. Pretty
soon you run out of people who will give you money. I told
the guy I was workin' for that my mother died,.in order to
get money from him. Then I went right back out there and
started playing again."
What it takes to break someone from compulsive gambling is what s called a "rock bottom experience." This is
when a person is up to his eyebrows in debt, his family life is
a shambles, and he has lost or is about to lose his job. When
all aspects of life can't possibly get any worse, then a compulsive gambler will seek help or try to commit suicide.
Freddy's "rock bottom" came after a complex network of
loans and lies broke down. He had borrowed $3,080, was
missing work and his wife was on the verge of leaving him.
But she talked him into going to a Gamblers An nymous
meeting. At first he didn't think he belonged. In fact, right
after attending his first meeting, Freddy went on a weekend
gambling spree.
.
''I knew I had a little problem, but I didn't think it was
very bad at all. I went every week just to be going. I went to
the meetings for a half-year just takin' up space really. But,
I wasn't gambling."
Going .to the meetings helped put Freddy's problem into
perspective. By October he hadn't gambled for six months.
March 17, 1984 was the day Freddy quit.
Pathological gambling was not even certified as a mental
disorder until 1980. There had been little research done in
the area and theories about why some people moved from
casual to obsessive gambling were tentative at best.
However, almost 80 percent of people who wind up at
Gamblers Anonymous cure themselves of gambling.
Freddy left behind a legacy of losing and lying.
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Richard Truett

["] CAMELOT
Richard Harris, a tumultous actor who has .
won international fame for his brilliance in
theater and films as he has for his extraordinary personal magnetism, arrives in Orlando to. star in his celebrated tor.I as King Arthur m the Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe
legendary musical, ·'Camelot,'' 'fuesday,
November 5, through Sunday, November 10.
Ticket information may be obtained by calling the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre
Box Office at (305)-843-8111.
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Ti01eless, Day has his own video
BY JAYNE FRYE

Loathsome. Some things in life are
just plain ugly. Take this new video
from Phantom, Rocker and Slick.
Guitarist Earl Slick has done some
fine session work. However, I can do
without this wanker's silly macho
axe-man posturings. Perhaps the
need to look ridiculous and offensive
is buried deep in this man's soul.
Ex-Stray Cats Slim Jim Phantom
(bass and vocals) and Lee Rocker
(drums) look like they were all too
happy, after the waning of the
Rockabilly reviva~ to trade in their
'50s duds for a generic version of the
sleazy togs popularized by ·the Power
Station on one end of the spectrum
and Motley Crue on the other.

Video
The song is a particularly foul
smelling piece of sludge, appropriately called "Men Without Shame." But,
hey, the video isn't quite as bad as the
latest from Loverboy.
Day's Dance Craze: That lovable
creep, Morris Day, is at it again in his
newest video, "Oak Tree."
The man who stole the show in the
turgid Purple Rain is bent on introducing us to a new dance craze.
The video starts with Day in a

police line-up consisting of fat, ugly
middle-aged men. As the mother of a
young lovely critter apparently
disgraced by Day struggles to identify him, he begins to lead the whole
group in the "Oak Tree."
More adventures follow, the funniest occurring in a church. Day
literally slides down the aisle to join
his betrothed, then ditches her in
favor of her buxom bridesmaid who,
of course, has an ample amount of
cleavage, which of course, is cleaving.
The whole church then breaks into
the ''Oak Tree,'' a common occurrance.
Toward the end we see ''Justin
Time at 9" telling us that, "The 'Oak
Tree' is having serious international
· repercussions." This is followed by

*rhe Central Florida future

.. .is not crazy. In fact we did this on purpose. We wanted to catch the attention of some go gettin'-type individual interested in becoming our Confetti/Features editor beginning January 1986. Applicants must be creative
and aggressive with a strong journalism background. Basic layout and
editing skills are essential. Applications are available at either of the
Future's office during normal wo~king hours. For more info. call 275-2601. ,
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stock footage of the Ayatollah
Khomeni, Nancy Reagan, Ed Koch
and the Pope, all gesturing in what
looks like coarse approximations of
-the "Oak Tree."
In the end, Day is sprawled on a
couch, bimbettes all but crawling
over him. We always knew he'd end
up this way.
While not as catchy as the classic
"The Bird" from Day's former group,
The Time, the song is not unlikely to
start a dance craze of its own.
Jayne tells you what to like:
Howard Jones, "Like To Get To
Know You Well'' (a likeable, colorful
little clip), Talking Heads, "And She
Was" (levitating in a pop-up postcard
world), Bryan Ferry, "Don't Stop The
Dance"

Here's
what's new
at Disney
World
During fall's ideal weather,
Florida residents can take advantage of a special value
ticket at Walt Disney World
Oct. 12 - Nov. 17. Included in
the fall celebration are the
Chinese and Moroccan World
Fests and new superspectacular " Skyleidoscope"
show at Epcot Center.
The "Florida Resident
Salute'' includes a one-day
ticket to the Magic Kingdom
or Epcot Center for $15, or a
two-day $28 ticket allowing
one-day in each park.
(Regular price is $19.50 oneday adult admission)
At Epcot Center on Saturday and Sundays at 3 p.m.
"Skyleidoscope" fills the air
with rainbow mist and
sparkle, turning light aircraft,
kites, speedboats, jet skis and
fireworks into a dazzling oneof-a-kind aerial circus.
On Saturday nights, Epcot
Center guests experience the
extraordinary "Laserphonic
Fantasy" laser, firework and
light show.
In addition, the new China
Showcase "Nine Dragons
Restaurant" opens in late October featuring authentic
Chinese cuisine. The counterservice "Lotus Blossom
Cafe" is serving an assortment of Chinese-style fast
food.
Florida residents can also
take advantage of special
Disney hotel prices and a
vacation packages by calling
(305) 827-7200.
"Florida Salute" special
pricing is available to Florida
residents only, proof of
residency is required.

Get hot
· tips on
crime
prevention I

DID BRYAN ADAMS
USE STUDY BUDDY?
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UCF teacher lands role in 'Grease'
BY CYNTHIA WHITSON

Frances Johnson, assistant professor of communication at UCF,
landed the role of Miss Lynch, the
"likable but crabby" teacher in the
Celebrity Dinner Theatre's presentation of GREASE. How Johnson got
the part follows the pattern of the
classic "42nd Street" story.
For those unfamiliar with "42nd
Street," it is the story of a girl from a
small town who comes into a Broadway show and ends up replacing the
star with a mere day's preparation.
Ironically, "42nd Street" will be coming to Orlando on tour in December.
Johnson auditioned for the part in
August, but when the choreographer
asked if she could do a cartwheel, she
honestly replied that she couldn't,
and a good friend of Johnson's who
could perform a cartwheel landed the
part instead.
A few weeks ago, Johnson received
a call from the theatre, asking her to
come down for a repeat audition. That
Monday night she was hired to
replace the friend who had broken her
knee.
Johnson is known around campus
as Mrs J. and teaches speech classes.
She is a colorful character with a colorful collection of sneakers.
That Tuesday Johnson learned the
choreography from the dance captain.
Wednesday night, after a very short
day and a half · of preparation,
Johnson went on stage as Miss
Lynch.
"I would never have made it
through that. first night if the cast
and crew weren't so supportive,·· said
Johnson. People like Rick Allen. producer of Celebrity Dinner Theatre.

students. GREASE takes you back to
the "nifty fifties'' when poodle skirts
and greasy, slicked hair reigned over
the fashion scene.
The entire cast bursts with energy.
and the actors and actresses love
what they're doing. Their energy and
enthusiasm envelops the audience fo
numbers such as "Greased
Lightnin ·.. by Kenickie (Gregory
Viscomi). "Shakin at the High School
Hop ... and "We Go Together," both
by the entire company. The musical
incorporates and entertaining blend
of singing, dancing, drama, and even
stage acrobatics.
The characters of tough, sarcastic
Rizzo (Rhonda J. Rhoades) and the
funny couple Jan and Roger (Ellie
Potts and Charlie Serrano) add twists
of humor to the plot. Jan and Roger's
duet "Mooning" especially delights
the audience.
The theatre makes good use of a
small stage. limited props, and
lighting. Though the props are few in
number, they and the various
costumes are quite sufficient in
recreating the '50s scene. Also, they
lend themselves to quick and smooth
transitions between scenes.
The musical· s only drawback was
the acoustics in certain numbers.
Microphones were used for some of
the songs and the volume was too
high for clear understanding. Also.
certain fast dialogue involving many
speakers was at times unclear.
As for the atmosphere, the theatre
is done in art deco with rose. off.
white, and gold tones. It is a relaxing
atmosphere, complete with elegant
chandeliers and comfortable seats including balcony seating.
GREASE. directed by - Bob

Speeeh teacher by day, actress by night. Frances Johnson plays Mrs. Lynch.

Bogdanoff and starring Tony
Mastrorilli as Danny Zuko and
Marilyn Whitehead as Sandy Dumhrowski, certainly has all Qf the
elements of an enlertaining musical.
It is entertaining for audiences of all
ages, but especially appealing to
teens and college students.
"My personal opinion is that a
st.age mu~ical is always more effective than a movie version. I think

GREASE is a show that the students
will really enjoy since the '50s are in
style now. My observance of the cast
is that they put in all their energy and
are very professional," Johnson said.
GREASE is a very upbeat, entertaining musical, and shows will continue through Oct. 27. Discount
tickets are available for UCF
students in the Student Center for the
dinner and show, or the show only.
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MONDAY NIGHT
BEAT THE CLOCK
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS

TUESDAY NIGHT
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY NIGHT
SURPRISE NIGHT
SURPRISE PARTYI
CALL FOR
DETAILS

FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
BUY A BUCKET DRINK LIKE A MAN
U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE
50¢ DRAFT BEER

•

FRIDAY 8'
SATURDAY NIGHT
COME AND PARTY AT
ONE OF THE
HOTTEST SPOTS IN
ORLANDO

SUNDAY NIGHT
SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex _· .
In
The State Of Florida
-

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr .. o ·r lando, FL 32809
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Corey Hart's crooning w~os crowd
•

By

CARLA HANCOCK

Corey Hart, the Canadian pop star
who sports a permanent pout performed to a packed house Wednesday
at the Mayor Bob Carr Performing
Arts Center in downtown Orlando.
He is out on tour supporting his new
album, The Boy in the Box.
The concert kicked .off with bopper
band Candy. The four band members
are packaged to appeal to the
teenybopper crowd. They performed
admirably.
Candy's song wi · the most appeal
is called "The Last Radio Show." It
was easily as good as one of Harl's
best ditties.
Hart appeared amidst the wailing

screams of cheering teens. When I
say appeared we're talking a major
moon shot. This is what happened:
The stage was dark after Candy
finished. The lights went off. Instruments were shuffled about. And
then about a half hour later a blinding
spotlight flashed on and flashed on
Harts buttocks which were wrapped
in tight faded Levi's. The audience
responded with a deafening roar of
screams and cheers.
Most of concert consisted of tunes
· from Hart's new album. He performdd: "Komrade Kiev," "Sunny PlaceShady People," and "Everything in
My Heart." These songs were wellreceived by the audeince, but were
really nothin.~ more than time fillers.

The problem is Hart doesn't have twenty years ago and "J ailhouse
enough hits to woonan audience non- Rock" a song that was a hit for Elvis
Presley.
stop.
It's too bad he had to rely on cover
And he probably won't ever. He
doesn't have enough diversity to material to grasp my attention
because this was the best part of the
maintain a following.
The big favorites were "Sunglasses show.
After Hart finished the audience enAt Night," atiwhich tpme all his loyal
fans donned a pair sunglasses-- ticed him back for an encore which
Wyfarers or some cheap facsimile and was anti-climactic.
He sang "Jenny Fey" and "Never
"It Ain't Enough."
The crowd was especially en- Surrender.'' Hart dragged on the enthusiastic during ''Enough'' and sang core way too long. He should have
''surrendered'' after '' J ailhouse
along to it.
The average age of the· concert Rock.''
crowd was 13 or 14. But that did not
Hart does know how to smile. He
deter Hart from doing several classic
profusely and he has no
sweats
songs. He performed "My Girl" a
number one hit by the Temptation eyebrows.

Prince's latest album isn't exaclty a new <;>ne
BY TANIA DICKSON
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Minneapolis Genius: There is a new Prince record
out. But it is not exactly new.Band 94 East was a
band Prince was in when he was 16. Now a six song
record has been released. Former Band 94 East
member, Pepe Willie and partner Jefferey Rink will
be releasing the LP on their own label. Seen:is like
the duo can't negotiate a deal with a major company.
The collection was recorded in 1975-76. Prince
does not sing on any of the tracks but he has a cowriting credit on one tune. His royal badness has
yet to comment.
Will Aerosmith Fly Again: After selling out their
1984 tour. Aerosmith has finally emerged from the
recording studio with a long player titled Done
With Mirrors. The LP has already hit the stores.
The boys are now under contract with Geffen

Entertainment·
records and have inked a deal which calls for them
to crank out another five LPs with an option for
three more.
The band has just settled a suit with their former
label, Columbia, to whom they owed 3 albums .
Along with switching labels, Aerosmith has also
hired a new manager. Boston booking agent Tim
Collins ha!' replaced Liker Krens.
The band members are suing Liker Krens in addition to demanding that 10 years of books be made
available to the band. Aerosmith believes that they
have been cheated by their former managers and

Who say's you can't eat
atmosphere?
Qc.1\
(~/~fl, ITTTJ~~~-'tl!< .-· "1'

are now focusing some of their attention to the
business end of the industry which they had ignored in the past. All album cover art, posters and
bumper stickers will be printed backwards, hence
the title "Done With Mirrors."
Oh No, Yoko On The Go: Get your ear plugs
ready. Yoko One may be doing a series of concert
dates with her band early next year. A possible
charity show at Madison Square Gardens in New
York scheduled for her late husband's birthday on
Oct. 9, 1986.
· Yoko has written all new material for her upcoming album, Starpeace, which is set for release some
time this month. The album is said to be "more accessible" than her previous works. Could you imagine Yoko in the top ten? Although Ono really
has some great introspective things to say, her
voice is more irritating than long fingernails running down a chalkboard.

DID MANNY MOON
USE STUDY BUDDY?
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Write: \ 'OL"TI I EXCHA'.'iGE
Puchlo. Colorado 8 1009

Red Lobster
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on a platter.

Presenting the Seafood Tastes of America.
Red Lobster is bringing home the tastes that make America great.
As we present 5 new combination pla~ters.

The Alaskan Platter.
. Temp~ your tastebuds with Snow Crab Meat,
Halibut Steak and a Salmon Fillet.

The Southern Platter.
Savor the flavor of lightly fried, Farm-raised Catfish,
Calico Scallops a!'ld Shrimp in the Round .

The Louisiana Platter.
Taste the magic of Shrimp Creole, Bayou-style Seafood Gumbo

and Cajun Blackened Snapper.

BUY ANY FUDDRUCKERS
ENTREE AND GET ANOTHER
ONE ·OF EQUAL VALUE

---FREE--otter Expires Nov. 17, 1985
good only at
160 E. Altamonte Dr.
Altamonte Springs

L.

ALL BUCKETS SS.00
TUESDAY & THURSDAY:
5pm - 11 pm
(6 Longneck Beers per bucket)
Budweiser & Bud Light
PREMIUM BUCKETS : $7 .00
HEINEKEN

Offer Expires Nov. 17, 1985
good only at
160 E. Altamonte Dr.
Altamonte Springs ·

-------------------i-------------------~

The New England Platter.
Experience the delicious differences of Maine Lobster Mornay,
Boston Bluefish and New England Clam Chowder.

The California Platter.
lndulge yourself yyith a Shrimp Kabob, Halibut Kabob
·
and lightly fri ed Calamari Rings .

Red Lobster®

Orlando, Altamonte Springs, Merrit Island, Ocala, Daytona Beach,
Kissimmee, Melbourne
NCNt M•r CNdit Carda Actepted.
© 1985 Red Lobster
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Take time out.
Don't take It out on your kid.

United
Pare.el
Service

'~A WINNER!

Asagely funny comedy, both heartfHt and
sophisticated, Ruben Blades is a screen natural!'
-Vincent Canby, THE NEW YORK TIMES

"HUGELY ENTERTAINING! ·
Blades radiates charm
and sex appeal.

I HEARTILY
RECOMMEND IT!"
-Stewart Klein, WNEW-TV

"A REAL GEM.

C'~!

·Part-Time Positions Available

-~

-

.
•
•

U.n ited Parcel Service will be
accepting applicafions for part-time
loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay
and benefits at $8.00 per hour to
start. Paid vacations and holidays.
Must be available for shifts beginning
4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. or 11 :00 p.m.
Work schedule is 3 to 5 hours per day.
Please sign up for an interview appoint·
ment in the Career Resource Center,
· ADM Suite 124 immediately. Interviews __
will be October 18, 23 & 29 by appoint·
ment only. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.

Every moment is
worth savoring~'

-,Jan Herman. N.Y. DAILY NEWS

"A TERRIFIC FILM!"
-Joel Siegel, ABC-TV

Starts Friday October 18
Exclusive Area Engagement

PLITT THEATRES

•

.

PLAZA
425 NORTH BUMBY AVENUE

•

..
•
•

..

894-8021

"

MR. RICK'S
CRAB HOUSE
Featuring Maryland

·•

Considering an MBA?

870 Semoran Blvd. (S.I~. 436)
Just West of Redbug Rd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

Representatives from the

STEA~x~RABS PHONE: 767-2575
AND SEAFOOD

CLAM BAR
TAKE OUT

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Florida State University

NEW & DIFFERENT
OPEN DAILY
FREE BEER OR WINE FOR LUNCH
WITH EACH ORDER 11-1:30 pm

College Of Business

Will be on campus
Tuesday, October 22nd
from 10 am to 3 pm .
in the Co-operative ·
Education and ·Placement
·
Office to provide
information and
application materials
for FSU's MBA program.

'ORGAN '
DONOR
D.·RIVE
Let Someone Have
A Second Chancel
OCTOBER 22 & 23
9a.m. · 5p.m.
LIBRARY

'9
('\}

c

Contact Mary Lou Burgess in the
Placement Ofice for an appointment.
Call: 275·2361

SPONSORED BY THE
PRE-PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETY

•

.
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TROPIC INTERNATIONAL

YOUR • Lodie's Wrap· Skirts•
5CHOICE NinJa
Bl.o~sesor(embroidered).
Toe Kwon Do

v.
~

IN THE
WILSHIRE PLAZA
•
857 -22 E. SE MORAN BLVD. MARTIAL ARTS
CASSELBERRY, FL 32707 SOLD HERE

•
t

•

,

Tees • Men's Marine or
Surfer Hots • Cord
Nunchuks • Star Cases •
Boy's Hats or Shorts or
Como Shirts

Spanish filtn explores seeDly side of life
BY JAYNE FRYE

Those neither squeamish nor easily offended would best appreciate Spanish filmmaker
w;;:;;.:::~~w.::w~~~;;:::;:::;::;;::::::;:::w===========~ Pedro Almodovar's What Have I Done To
Deserve This?
- The film is a poignant, humorous glimpse
into the life of a lower middle class family living in a Madrid tenement. The potentially offensive scenes involving sex, drugs and
vomiting are not designed to shock, but
rather to point out the squalor of the family's
life. The film is interesting in that it shows
some of the more mundane aspects of. life
heretofore not depicted on screen.
Various vices, from the grandmother's
9999 E. Colonial Dr.
sweets and mineral water, to central
282·4427
character Gloria's No-Doze, to her older son's
heroin,
point to the desperation of their lives.
• Mechanic on duty 6 days a week
that
these vices don't lead to some
Not
• Complete Auto Repairs
humorous incidents. A police search of
• A.C. Charge: $10.00
Gloria's flat after the murder of her husband
• Antifreeze: $9.95 Installed
Antonio reveals that grandmother keeps her
• ·Guaranteed Brake Job: $69.95
goodies in a locked cabinet. This conveys a
certain disconcertion on her part: she refuses
• Belts, Hoses, Alternators &
to meet the world on any terms other than
Starters
her own.
• 2 Liter bottle of Pepsi: 89¢
One particularly bittersweet scene near the
With Fill-Up
end sees Gloria's older s9n advising her to
• Used Tires
·
,
stop taking pills.
• Free Extinguisher w /Mobil Oil
Amid the squalor are some hilarious
scenes. One occurs when Cristal, the proChange, Lube & Filter: $8.00 Min.
stitute who lives next door, invites Gloria
over to watch her with an exhibitionist client,
.

A le C MOBIL
SERVICE STATION

who requires an audience. While Cristal is
facetiously complimenting her client on his
sexual prowess, Gloria sits next to the bed,~
utterly bored, toying with a curling iron she
has just purchased.
Another memorable scene occurs when she
takes her younger son to the dentist. A
pudgy, slimy pederast, the dentist makes
outrageous passes at the b<;>y. .
(A pederast is defined as a man who only
prefers boys for sexual intercourse.)
Desperately short of money, Gloria ends up
leaving the boy with the dentist in lieu of paying the bill. A streetwise child, he had already
defiantly told her, when asked if he had been
sleeping with a friend's father, "It's my
body. I'll do what I want with it. " A classic
retort if there ever was one.
The boy makes several demands of the dentist before consenting to stay with him:"I
want to take painting lessons ... I'm my own
boss, no one tells me what to do." are worthy
of a seasoned paramour.
Obviously, this is not a film for everyone.
Alternately bizarre, touching and hilarious,
What Have I Done To Deserve This? is sure
to appeal only to those of a broader mind.
Nevertheless Almodovar, a man described as
the Spanish equivalent of the brilliant
American cult filmmaker John Waters, has
made a superb modern comedy.
What Have I Done To Deserve This?-will
be showing at Enzian Theater through Oct.
20. Call 629-1088 for details.

SKI THE ROCKIES WITH UCF

•

Call for r e'•U!li'ti
& Inform ion
TRAVEL ARRANG ENTS BY:
ALL INCLUSIVE TRA
677-8508

TRIP SPO S
DR. ROY WAl RS, EECS
281-5305 CAMPUS/EN 350 L

f the U.S. SkiTeam

Park City- Headquar

ENTERPRISE 1701
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS.
FANTASY & WAR GAMING. SCIENCE FICTION. & BLOOM CO .

2814 Corrine Drive • 1 M i. E. of Base • 896-1701
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE S1:UDY BREAK
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM way!

~TANNING SALON ~

-----------------5 SESSIONS
FOR ONLY

Where The Sun Always Shines!..
.

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF l°.D.

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
•
•
•
•

$24• 95

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Meeting FDA and UL Requiremen~s

f'!!'!.~~'!!~£1:9!~.22L~;.

. TOWER PLACE

I

II
I

10376 E. Colonial, Suite ll3
East of E.W. Expwy. & W. OF ALAFAYA

282-6042

FREE TANNING
SESSION .
(With This Coupon)

rn
I
....______. _.________________________________'-----------------1111!11·
Mo~AT~R~·~.~~_:_~·P.~~.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY
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(New Customers Only)

Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30,1985

~

•
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USES
WSN
_ _ _ THE BOOK!

The
Way to
Help •••

Where the "LEFT COLUMN"
Is the "RIGHT DEAL!"

OFFICIAL USED CAR GUIDE
The Market Report Of Used Car Values
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Average
Trade-In
or
Wholesale
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YOUR
"BUY"
PRICE

I

'

FLEET
SELL-OUTS

ALLFOR
THIS '

$950
'77 DODGE COLT
$1850 .'78 GRAN PRIX
$2350 '79 BONNIEVILLE BROUGHM
$3350 · '81 CITATION X-11
$3150 '81 PLYMOUTH RELIANT
$3950 '82 BUICK SKYLARK
$5959 '82 AUDI 4000-S
$3350 '82 CHEVROLET CITATION
$2950 '82 FORD FUTURA
$6950 '83 TOYOTA 4X4
$7950 '84 PONTIAC 6000 LE

••• ·is to
become

at, ps., ale

I

at., ps., pb., ale, er.,
stereo, p.w., p. door locks
LOADED

at., ps., pb., ale,
stereo console, mags

. UNITED

at., ps., pb., ale

2 tone paint, at.,
ps., pb., ale

HBilrtrJf .f'Jorlda - - - - -

5 spd., a.c, stereo
at.,ps.,pb.,a/c

at., ps., pb., ale,
stereo

5 spd., ale, ps., stereo,
SRS.

at., ps., pb., ale,
er., tilt, pw., stereo,
p, door locks

ALDRICH
OPTICAL

$3150

WSN

TOWER PLACE
,
l 03 76 E. Colonial Dr.·

277-2949

D-50 Pickup

• Lenses Duplicated
• Prescriptions Filled
• Large Selection of Frames

$1750
$2750
$3850
$3950
$3400
$4950
$7950
$4250
$3950
$7950
$9250

at., ps,, a.c

$4250

LEASING •
AUTO SALES

Ginger Aldrich EYE EXAMS BY BOARD
Registered
CERTIFIED OPHTHALMOLOGIST
.
• UCF Faculty and Student
0 Pt IC 1an
Discounts
FRIENDLY,
PERSONALIZED
· SERVICE

AVERAGE
RETAIL

80 W. Michegan Ave.
Orlando, FL

422 •19.22

LITTLE CAESARS
COLLEGE SPECIAL!
•

Bring in this coupon and receive $1 ~00 off
the regul~r price of any pizza and receive
the identical pizza

FREE!
ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
cDover Center )

ORLANDO
6821 W. Colonia l Dr.
( H tawassee Woods .C enter)

•
ORLANDO
6096 E . Co lonial Dr.
CHome Depot Center)

896-0272

291-0931"

282-0210

ORLANDO
2.401 w. Oakridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza>

CASSELBERRY
1030 E . Semoran Blvd .
. (Goodings Plaza) .

EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd .
CPinar Plaza>

855-1973

339-5020

275-3806

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17 92
(17 92& 434)

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave .
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center) ·

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917 w. 436
( K ·mart / Wekiva Square)

831-3670

859-0921

862-5099

